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ABSTRACT

This Article evaluates the constitutional feasibility of using race-based remedies to address racial disparities in the criminal system. Compared to white communities, communities of color are over-policed and over-incarcerated. Criminal system stakeholders recognize that these conditions undermine perceptions of legitimacy critical to ensuring public safety. As jurisdictions assiduously attempt race-neutral fixes, they also acknowledge the shortcomings of such interventions. Nevertheless, jurisdictions dismiss the feasibility of deploying more effective race-conscious strategies due to the shadow of a constitutional challenge. The apprehension is understandable. Debates around affirmative action in higher education and government contracting reveal fierce hostility toward race-based remedies.

This Article, however, contends that within the criminal system, strict scrutiny requirements do not pose an insurmountable obstacle to race-based policies. There is promising decisional law surrounding the use of race-conscious efforts to address criminal system challenges. Drawing on this favorable doctrine, this Article tests the constitutionality of race-based remedies in one of the most dynamic areas in the criminal system: the use of risk assessment tools, which jurisdictions are increasingly relying upon to make decisions, even as these tools reproduce racial harms. To enrich the analysis, this
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Article presents a case study of a jurisdiction struggling to mitigate racial harms perpetuated by its pretrial risk assessment tool.

This Article finds reasons to be optimistic about how race-based remedies might fare within the criminal system context, where courts are predisposed to granting broad discretion to the stated needs of criminal law stakeholders. Within this unique context, this Article provides a template for a race-based approach that potentially survives an equal protection challenge.
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INTRODUCTION

The criminal system is a site of alarming, pervasive racial harms.¹ Twenty-four years ago, Professor Paul Butler proposed race-based interventions to address these harms.² In the absence of a race-informed approach, he warned that race-neutral reform would fail to disrupt these conditions.³ Twenty-four years later, the disparities Butler sought to address persist.⁴ Scholars continue to identify the inefficacy of race-neutral interventions and the need for race-informed approaches.⁵ And yet, the feasibility of race-conscious strategies is broadly dismissed.⁶ Looking out over the treacherous

¹. See, e.g., Dorothy E. Roberts, Abolition Constitutionalism, 133 HARV. L. REV. 1, 4, 34 (2019) (“Criminal punishment has been instrumental in reinstating the subjugated status of black people.... [N]ot to give black people what they deserved, but to keep them in their place.”); Aziz Z. Huq, Racial Equity in Algorithmic Criminal Justice, 68 DUKE L.J. 1043, 1046-47 (2019) (“Police respond to black and white suspects in different ways. So do judges and prosecutors.... As a result, criminal justice elicits racial stratification.”); John Rappaport, Some Doubts About “Democratizing” Criminal Justice, 87 U. CHI. L. REV. 711, 711 (2020) (“The American criminal justice system’s ills are by now so familiar as scarcely to bear repeating: unprecedented levels of incarceration, doled out disproportionately across racial groups, and police that seem to antagonize and hurt the now-distrustful communities they are tasked to serve and protect.”); Lindsey Webb, Slave Narratives and the Sentencing Court, 42 N.Y.U. REV. L. & SOC. CHANGE 125, 129-30 (2018) (“[I]nfluencing all aspects of our criminal justice system is its vastly disparate impact, from arrest to incarceration, on African American as well as Latino people.... African American people are incarcerated at 5.1 times the rate of whites, and Latino people at 1.4 times the rate of whites at the state level.”). See generally Carlos Berdejó, Criminalizing Race: Racial Disparities in Plea-Bargaining, 59 B.C. L. REV. 1187, 1189-91 (2018) (illustrating through empirical analysis that documented racial differences at the criminal justice system’s entry point (policing) and exit point (sentencing) also exist throughout the system).


³. Id. at 857.


⁶. See e.g., Huq, supra note 1, at 1133.
waters of equal protection jurisprudence, criminal law scholars conclude that race-based remedies face insurmountable obstacles.\(^7\)

The conclusion is understandable. Since Butler’s call for race-informed reform, Supreme Court pronouncements have only become more sweeping and definitive; for example, “the Constitution is not violated by racial imbalance” and any institutional attempt to simply “achieve racial balance” would be “patently unconstitutional.”\(^8\) The Court made clear that whenever a public or federally funded institution implements a race-based policy, strict scrutiny applies.\(^9\) Criminal system actors are not excepted from this requirement; whether it is a police department attempting to diversify officer ranks or a warden attempting to reduce the threat of prison riots, these decisions are subject to the most searching constitutional review.\(^10\)

But a close look at strict scrutiny as applied in the criminal law context reveals a pattern of judicial deference that is uncharacteristic in, for example, higher education and employment spheres.\(^11\) Unlike the mixed record of educational institutions’ efforts to survive strict scrutiny,\(^12\) efforts of criminal system actors to implement race-based remedies survive strict scrutiny challenges on a comparatively weaker showing.\(^13\) These successes within the criminal law

\(^7\) See id. (concluding a race-based remedy would face significant constitutional resistance); Sandra G. Mayson, Bias In, Bias Out, 128 YALE L.J. 2218, 2240 & n.66 (2019) (suggesting a race-based remedy might be foreclosed by strict scrutiny); Deborah Hellman, Measuring Algorithmic Fairness, 106 VA. L. REV. 811, 852-53 (2020) (stating that “set[ting] different thresholds for the target trait for each racial group” is “legally prohibited”).

\(^8\) Parents Involved in Cmty. Schs. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. No. 1, 551 U.S. 701, 709-11, 721, 723 (2007) (finding unconstitutional the school district’s efforts to address racial disparities).

\(^9\) Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena, 515 U.S. 200, 227 (1995) (noting “all racial classifications” are subject to strict scrutiny and are “constitutional only if they are narrowly tailored measures that further compelling governmental interests”).


\(^11\) Compare Gratz v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 244, 251 (2003), and Detroit Police Officers’ Ass’n, 608 F.2d at 679, 694, with Wittmer v. Peters, 87 F.3d 916, 920-21 (7th Cir. 1996).

\(^12\) See, e.g., Gratz, 539 U.S. at 251 (rejecting race-based admission policy); Fisher v. Univ. of Tex. at Austin (Fisher I), 570 U.S. 297, 303, 312-13 (2013) (remanding case with directions to apply a rigorous vetting of prior attempts to address stated interests through race-neutral means).

\(^13\) E.g., Wittmer, 87 F.3d at 920 (finding, based on outside experts’ representations and despite the lack of empirical evidence or prior attempts to implement race-neutral remedies, that inmate perceptions of operational fairness justified hiring Black supervisors).
arena remain uncontroversial, if unnoticed, while battles over affirmative action in education and employment draw oxygen. 14 Among the institutions that have considered race-based remedies, criminal system actors appear more favorably positioned to weather constitutional scrutiny. 15 What ultimately accounts for the “as applied” exceptionalism in the criminal law context is unarticulated, but the broadly observed judicial deference to the exercise of police and prosecutor discretion seems to be at play, even within strict scrutiny review. 16

This Article seeks to unearth and clarify interests within the criminal system that courts find compelling, and examines features of criminal law that provide favorable conditions within strict scrutiny review. To anchor this constitutional analysis, this Article addresses ongoing efforts to improve risk assessment tools. There are a number of reasons to do so. Risk assessment instruments (RAIs) are increasingly used by prosecutors, judges, and correctional personnel in making pretrial detention, charging, sentencing, and supervision decisions. 17 Intended to mitigate decision maker bias, RAIs have been found to reproduce racial disparities. 18 To better appreciate challenges that jurisdictions face in addressing these racial disparities, this Article presents a case study of Milwaukee County, which has made nationally recognized efforts to address


15. See Wittmer, 87 F.3d at 920.


18. Mayson, supra note 7, at 2222 (stating RAIs are “poised to entrench the inexcusable racial disparity so characteristic of our justice system, and to dignify the cultural trope of black criminality with the gloss of science”). Because racial disparities can be baked into the data, the flawed data used by the tool can then generate flawed results. See Eaglin, supra note 17, at 72.
racial inequities in its criminal system. Based on multiple studies and stakeholder interviews, the challenges in Milwaukee County put in full relief the importance of the option to implement race-based remedies.

This Article also proposes a race-based remedy particularly well-suited to address racial disparities reproduced by RAIs. The proposed remedy emerges from the rich scholarship discussing RAIs and the insights of Professor Sandra Mayson, who recognized that because RAIs are data-informed, they are susceptible to a statistical analysis that permits racial disparities to be numerically expressed. The proposed remedy can be described as a “racial disparity cap”: a jurisdiction would assess the mean risk score of racial groups and subtract any differential from the scores of individual members of burdened racial groups. Clearly, the “racial disparity cap” is race-based. Virtually all scholars in this area fear that such attempts would fail under a strict scrutiny analysis. This Article, however, finds reasons to be optimistic about how the remedy fares under equal protection constraints.

This Article proceeds in two parts. In Part I, it provides essential background to understanding RAIs, presents a case study of a jurisdiction that has struggled to use race-neutral approaches to mitigate racial disparities reproduced by its RAI, and proposes a race-based remedy that would significantly reduce racial harms associated with the use of RAIs. In Part II, this Article articulates a compelling interest available to criminal system stakeholders that, applied within existing constitutional constraints, provides a way forward for jurisdictions to survive equal protection challenges.


20. See id.

21. Mayson, supra note 7, at 2222, 2224.

22. See e.g., Huq, supra note 1, at 1133; Mayson, supra note 7, at 2240 & n.66; Hellman, supra note 7, at 853.
I. RISK ASSESSMENT TOOLS IN THE CRIMINAL SYSTEM

Racial disparities remain in jurisdictions that have launched race-neutral reform. This dynamic is particularly on display in jurisdictions that adopt RAIs to mitigate racial bias, and then seek to mitigate the racial disparities that RAIs reproduce. Illustrating this dynamic, Milwaukee County adopted a nationally prevalent RAI to reduce racial bias in pretrial detention hearings, a significant decision point; studies show outcomes are significantly worse for detained defendants, compared to similarly situated defendants who are released. Before examining Milwaukee’s particular experience with RAIs, it is worth assessing the promise and perils of RAIs generally.

A. The Promise and Perils of Risk Assessment Tools

Increasingly, Big Data influences criminal system outcomes. Algorithms burrow through data to predict recidivism—how likely is it that a criminal defendant will re-offend? To predict that likelihood, risk tools rely on data points, like a person’s criminal history,


24. See id. at 12.

25. See infra notes 112-26 and accompanying text.


27. See Mayson, supra note 7, at 2221-22; Eaglin, supra note 17, at 61 & n.1; Huq, supra note 1, at 1052 (observing RAIs in criminal justice will “soon become pervasive”); Shima Baradaran, Race, Prediction, and Discretion, 81 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 157, 176-77 (2013). See generally Christopher Slobogin, A Defence of Modern Risk-Based Sentencing, in PREDICTIVE SENTENCING: NORMATIVE AND EMPIRICAL PERSPECTIVES 107, 107-08 (Jan W. de Keijser et al. eds., 2019) (providing history of risk assessment development).

28. See Eaglin, supra note 17, at 73-78 (observing varied approaches to the sourcing of algorithms (data that will be used) and choices that inform algorithm architecture (how data is weighted and what definition of “recidivism” is used)); Huq, supra note 1, at 1060 (observing that tools apply “an automated protocol to a large volume of data to classify new subjects in terms of the probability of expected criminal activity and in relation to the application of state coercion”).
age of first arrest, affiliation with felons, education level, work history, frequency of moving residences, and missed court hearings. Some tools use a constellation of data points, some use just a few. Different tools might weigh similar factors differently. Some tools require personal interviews, while some rely on pre-existing data. Some tools are specifically designed to aid in pretrial decision-making, while others might be designed to assist a judge during the sentencing phase. Algorithms reduce information to
numerical values, but the tools’ results are commonly expressed in terms of low, medium, or high risk. The meaning of these terms can vary across jurisdictions; for example, low risk to one jurisdiction might be medium risk in another. An aspiration is that a validated, algorithmic analysis will mitigate decision maker bias. These tools also promise to reduce recidivism by assessing “risk, need, and responsivity” to determine the appropriate “level of correctional intervention.”

As jurisdictions increasingly adopted RAIs, an impressive body of criticism also emerged.

1. Criticism That Tools Attribute Risk to Individuals

For the typical decision maker, the RAI answers, “what is this defendant’s risk score?”; however, tools ultimately predict the average likelihood of recidivism for individuals who share a characteristic. Data used by the RAI also reflects characteristics that are attributed to a defendant and not reflective of a defendant’s exercise of agency. Risk levels are determined by “characteristics and...
circumstances statistically associated with an increased chance of recidivism.”⁴⁰ In doing so, RAIs often consider factors over which a defendant has no control, for example, having family members with a felony, a socio-economic status, or being part of a particular racial group.⁴¹ Reliance on RAI factors also limits the universe of risk factors; an RAI may not measure “lack of self-esteem,” but “self-esteem issues can and do occasionally lead to serious violence.”⁴² A tool can assign risk that, upon closer evaluation, is not there because information is stale or incorrect.⁴³ Even if a decision maker is made aware of such an error, making an adjustment is not possible. A decision maker has no way of considering updated information within the tool; such an attempt would threaten the assessment’s validity.⁴⁴ These criticisms, all fair, are not limited to RAIs, but also reflect human decision-making: we rely on stereotypes and incomplete information to assess others.⁴⁵

2. Criticism About What Tools Measure

Critics question what the data and tools actually measure.⁴⁶ For example, does a tool measure what it purports to measure—the likelihood a defendant will engage in criminal conduct—or the likelihood of being caught?⁴⁷ This distinction matters in a jurisdiction

---


⁴¹. See Sidhu, supra note 39, at 675 & n.24.

⁴². BAIRD, supra note 40, at 3.

⁴³. See Andrew Guthrie Ferguson, Policing Predictive Policing, 94 WASH. U. L. REV. 1109, 1156 (2017) (“[T]he heightened risk factor for being an unemployed high school dropout might be remedied by a career training program. The risks can change, but the lists of risk-associated people might not, distorting even the correlative accuracy of the prediction.”).

⁴⁴. See generally Bo Cowgill & Megan T. Stevenson, Algorithmic Social Engineering, 110 AEA PAPERS & PROC. 96, 96, 99-100 (2020) (discussing how a decision maker attempting to compensate for a perceived flaw in the risk tool will distort the result).

⁴⁵. See id.


that over-surveils Black versus white persons; if the tool identifies Black persons to have a higher risk of recidivism, the tool is accurate only so far as it reflects the likelihood of unlawful behavior being detected by discriminatory policing practices.48

3. Criticism About What Type of Recidivism Is Being Detected

To the extent an assessment may predict whether a person may recidivate, it does not indicate “how they are likely to recidivate,” for example, whether it will be the commission of “a serious offense or a low-level drug or property crime.”49 Tools thus tell stakeholders little about what institutional consequence most effectively serves to reduce that recidivism.50

4. Criticism About Lack of Transparency

Companies with proprietary software have guarded against legal challenges to look under the hood.51 Details about data collection, data use, and the weight attributed to data points can remain in a “black box.”52 Without crucial efforts by stakeholders to uncover “data collection methods, weaknesses, and gaps” and attempts to “understand[] the challenges associated with inputting and analyzing the data,” a jurisdiction’s criminal “system runs the risk of being built on an unknown and unknowable database.”53

48. See Michael Brenner, Jeannie Suk Gersen, Michael Haley, Matthew Lin, Amil Merchant, Richard Jagdishwar Millett, Suproteem Sarkar & Drew Wegner, Constitutional Dimensions of Predictive Algorithms in Criminal Justice, 55 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 267, 275 (2020) (noting the data relied upon by these tools reflect “discriminatory policing and the financial impact of structural racism”); Zhang et al., supra note 47, at 184 (stating “[r]earrests are more reflective of police activities than of the offender’s actual criminal involvement” and “official records are an imprecise proxy for actual criminal activity, which COMPAS was designed to predict”).


50. See Starr, supra note 29, at 855.


52. Ferguson, supra note 43, at 1165.

53. Id. at 1165-66.
5. Criticism That Tools Insulate Unfair Practices

Risk tools were intended to facilitate “impartiality, predictability, and rationality” and mitigate discriminatory decision-making. Yet, there is no empirical indication that RAIs provide significantly different outcomes than humans, which one would expect if the tool was corrective. Tools thus threaten to reproduce pathologies under a veneer of objective fairness. Similar to the reorganization of worthless loans into averaged-out tranches of collateralized debt that are then validated by credit rating agencies, risk assessment tools repackage flawed inputs to promise predictable, fair, and cost-effective criminal justice. Professor Cecelia Klingele suggests reformers suspecting this result nevertheless adopted RAIs because “they promise financial savings, increased efficiency, and ‘scientifically proven’ results.” Even proponents of these tools acknowledge the potential for data to embed error, but proclaim optimism in the ability to reduce bias over time and, at worst, maintain the status quo.

6. Criticism About Racial Harms

The explicit use of race as a risk factor in RAIs is no longer permitted. Nevertheless, race-neutral data points serve as proxies for racial discrimination. The data point most predictive of

54. See Klingele, supra note 49, at 562.
55. See Starr, supra note 29, at 851.
57. Klingele, supra note 49, at 567; accord AUSCOVERVIEW, supra note 34, at 4 (“[A]ctuarial devices in combination with professional judgement are generally more accurate and consistent than professional judgment alone.”).
58. See Marsha Garrison, Taking the Risks Out of Child Protection Risk Analysis, 21 J.L. & POL’Y 5, 19 (2012) (“Algorithms also have the capacity to improve the quality of predictive judgments, and they are particularly valuable in taming the biases that can flow from interview situations, where first impressions often overpower other important data.”).
60. See Mayson, supra note 7, at 2222; Bernard E. Harcourt, Risk as a Proxy for Race: The Dangers of Risk Assessment, 27 FED. SENT’G REP. 237, 237 (2015); Ferguson, supra note 43, at 1148; Eaglin, supra note 36, at 215-16. This is further complicated by the fact that some of these proxies for racial discrimination, such as criminal history, are among the strongest predictors of recidivism. See Paul Gendreau, Tracy Little & Claire Goggin, A Meta-Analysis
recidivism—criminal history—is especially susceptible to being shaped by discriminatory practices. Professor Sonja Starr takes a more expansive view, arguing “the use of demographic, socioeconomic, family, and neighborhood variables ... amounts to overt discrimination based on demographics and socioeconomic status.”

Where there is consensus that disparate policing practices distort data, there is less agreement about whether or how to credit the impact of structural racism on data.

Racially discriminatory policing practices include over-surveillance and constant detentions and searches in neighborhoods of color. Despite much lower returns of contraband and weapons in searches of Black persons vis-à-vis white persons, the disproportionate number of citations and arrests of Black people results from police saturation and expanded police discretion in communities of color. Compounding the profusion of misdemeanor-level arrests in

---


62. Starr, supra note 29, at 806; accord Cathy O’Neil, Weapons of Math Destruction: How Big Data Increases Inequality and Threatens Democracy 25-26 (2017) (asserting that an RAI that considers convictions, past police involvement, and whether the defendant has friends and family with criminal records is destined to produce racial disparity in results).

63. See Harcourt, supra note 60, at 240-41 (criticizing RAI data given policing practices that target racial groups and the disproportionate imprisonment of persons of color); Ngozi Okidegbe, When They Hear Us: Race, Algorithms and the Practice of Criminal Law, 29 Kan. J.L. & Pub. Pol’y 329, 332 (2020) (“[M]embers of historically marginalized communities are arrested at higher rates than their white counterparts due to racial profiling.”).

64. Paul D. Butler, Poor People Lose: Gideon and the Critique of Rights, 122 Yale L.J. 2176, 2183 (2013) (“The spaces that poor people, especially poor African Americans, live in receive more law enforcement in the form of police stops and arrests.”).


communities of color, statutory schemes often convert multiple misdemeanors into felonies, manufacturing risk that is then imported by RAIs.\textsuperscript{67} A destructive cycle serves to justify these conditions—“[t]he targeting of certain areas or certain races creates the impression of higher crime rates in those areas, which then justifies continued police presence there.”\textsuperscript{68}

It is within this (growing) body of criticism that jurisdictions weigh RAI options.\textsuperscript{69} For a jurisdiction seeking to flatten sentencing swings among its judges and to reduce bias in decision-making, RAIs seem promising.\textsuperscript{70} As to the concerns that RAIs reproduce racial disparities, jurisdictions tend to consider race-neutral tweaks that are ultimately ineffective.\textsuperscript{71} Milwaukee, for example, adopted an RAI in 2011.\textsuperscript{72} After a decade of attempts to mitigate racial disparities, they remain.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{67} See Misdemeanor Justice: Statutory Guidance for Sentencing, NAT’L CONF. STATE LEGISLATURES (July 16, 2019), https://www.ncsl.org/research/civil-and-criminal-justice/misdemeanor-justice-statutory-guidance-for-sentencing.aspx#Habitual%20Offending [https://perma.cc/KQ3W-HKP2] (discussing habitual offender laws, which “apply to those who have been convicted multiple times, even if each incident is a misdemeanor”). For example, a repeat offender in Wisconsin includes “someone convicted of any misdemeanor on three separate occasions over a five-year period. If someone is a repeater, then a maximum term of imprisonment of one year or less may be increased to up to two years of incarceration.” \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{68} Ferguson, \textit{supra} note 43, at 1148-49; accord Aaron Cantú, \textit{Algorithms and Future Crimes: Welcome to the Racial Profiling of the Future}, SAN DIEGO FREE PRESS (Mar. 1, 2014), https://sandiegofreepress.org/2014/03/algorithms-and-future-crimes-welcome-to-the-racial-profiling-of-the-future/#.YHXf6ehKhPY [https://perma.cc/QE5F-6B3A] (“Any attempt to predict future criminality will be based on the crime rates of the past.... If that’s the reality that is supposed to inform who we criminalize in the future, won’t initiatives like predictive policing just perpetuate the racist criminal justice policies and practices of the present?”); Bryan Llenas, \textit{Brave New World of ‘Predictive Policing’ Raises Specter of High-Tech Racial Profiling}, FOX NEWS (Jan. 11, 2017), https://www.foxnews.com/world/brave-new-world-of-predictive-policing-raises-specter-of-high-tech-racial-profiling [https://perma.cc/HXY7-3CA9] (“The algorithm is telling you exactly what you programmed it to tell you. ‘Young black kids in the south side of Chicago are more likely to commit crimes,’ and the algorithm lets the police launder this belief.... [If] the data is biased to begin with and based on human judgment, then the results the algorithm is going to spit out will reflect those biases.”).
\item \textsuperscript{69} See Ferguson, \textit{supra} note 43, at 1152-53, 1157.
\item \textsuperscript{70} See \textit{id.} at 1117.
\item \textsuperscript{71} See \textit{id.} at 1152.
\end{itemize}
B. A Case Study: Milwaukee County

Milwaukee County occupies a portion of southeast Wisconsin.\textsuperscript{73} The City of Milwaukee, situated on the shores of Lake Michigan, experienced an influx of Black migrants in the 1950s.\textsuperscript{74} The city was already racially segregated; twenty years earlier, the federal government's redlining policy deemed Black persons a financial threat to white residents, laying ruin to Black neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{75} Milwaukee is now the most segregated city in the United States.\textsuperscript{76} Three out of every four Black residents in Milwaukee would have to move to achieve integration.\textsuperscript{77}

Though Milwaukee County is over 60 percent white,\textsuperscript{78} when viewing Milwaukee's criminal courts, county jails, and probation offices, one is struck by how people of color are subject to a system run by white people.\textsuperscript{79} Wisconsin has one of the highest incarceration

\textsuperscript{73} Milwaukee, ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA (July 1, 2021), https://www.britannica.com/place/Milwaukee [https://perma.cc/H78G-CPEC].
\textsuperscript{74} See id.; Peoples, ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MILWAUKEE, https://emke.uwm.edu/peoples [https://perma.cc/7GYU-4V7R].
rates of Black persons in the nation, second only to South Dakota.80 Of Wisconsin’s fifty-six Black neighborhoods—“defined as ‘a certain area where the majority of residents are African Americans’”—thirty-one are actually jails or prisons.81 Wisconsin’s rate of incarcerating Black people is almost twice the national average.82 Nationally, for every one white person imprisoned, five Black individuals are imprisoned; in Wisconsin, that ratio is one to ten.83 Milwaukee County drives this disparity: Milwaukee County is home to 76 percent of the state’s Black population.84 More than half of Milwaukee’s Black “men in their thirties ha[ve] served time in state prison.”85

The apartheid apparent, Milwaukee stakeholders nevertheless needed empirical evidence before concluding racial discrimination was afoot in the county’s criminal system.86 “You can’t change what

officers-jailers [https://perma.cc/Y5Q3-EJ4G] (“57.2% of [b]ailiffs, correctional officers, & jailers are White (Non-Hispanic), making that the most common race or ethnicity in the occupation.”); Probation Officers & Correctional Treatment Specialists, DATA USA, https://datausa.io/profile/soc/probation-officers-correctional-treatment-specialists [https://perma.cc/8MB3-A449] (“54.1% of [p]robation officers & correctional treatment specialists are White (Non-Hispanic), making that the most common race or ethnicity in the occupation.”).


82. See Mauer & King, supra note 80.

83. See id.


85. Toobin, supra note 19.

86. See id. There was concern by some stakeholders who sought to escape accountability that these racial disparities were traceable to actions by police and prosecutors, as opposed to “deeply entrenched negative indices in relation to poverty, segregation, poor health outcomes, unemployment and poor educational outcomes.” Prosecution and Race in the Criminal Justice System—Milwaukee’s Experience, UNIV. WIS.-MADISON SOC. SCI. COMPUTING COOP., https://www.ssc.wisc.edu/soc/wiscidea/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/PROSECUTION-AND-RACE-IN-THE-CRIMINAL-JUSTICE-SYSTEM.pdf [https://perma.cc/7QUA-EYH6] [hereinafter Prosecution and Race].
you don’t measure,” stated Milwaukee District Attorney John Chisholm. In 2005, the Milwaukee District Attorney granted access to the Vera Institute of Justice to review departmental files. Some of the findings include:

Prosecutors in Milwaukee declined to prosecute forty-one percent of whites arrested for possession of drug paraphernalia, compared with twenty-seven percent of blacks; in cases involving prostitution, black female defendants were likelier to be charged than white defendants; in cases that involved resisting or obstructing an officer, most of the defendants charged were black (seventy-seven percent).

The Vera study indicated that prosecutorial racial bias compounded police racial bias; for example, though marijuana use does not differentiate by race, Black people in Wisconsin are “six times more likely to be arrested” for possession than white people. And yet, prosecutors were around 50 percent more likely to decline bringing possession charges against white persons than Black persons. Other disparities surfaced. Of non-domestic violence (DV) felony and misdemeanor cases in 2007, 33 percent of the caseload was white, while 66 percent was nonwhite. If white people faced similar conditions as nonwhite Milwaukee citizens, annual cases against white people would increase from 8,000 to 30,000. If white people were subject to the same conditions as nonwhite people, the total non-DV caseload in Milwaukee would increase from 24,500

87. Harvard Law School, Vera Conference at HLS: Panel on Challenges and Opportunities faced by Offices of the DA, YouTube (Dec. 2, 2014), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c2I1zLTqhMo&feature=emb_logo [https://perma.cc/NWD2-CNGY]. This was a statement repeated by the Vera Institute of Justice. See Prosecution and Race, supra note 86.

88. Id.

89. Toobin, supra note 19.


91. See Toobin, supra note 19.


93. See id.
cases to 47,000.94 Milwaukee County stakeholders concluded these racial disparities had anchors in policing and prosecution practices influenced by unconscious racial bias.95 Some still wondered, however, if racial disparities—say, in arrest rates—resulted because police were “merely responding to different rates of crime-commis-
sion among different racial groups.”96 A Milwaukee Journal Sentinel study indicated racial bias, not (racist assertions of) race-based behavior, was the culprit.97

In 2011, Milwaukee stakeholders sought to address disparities by improving the RAIs used during pretrial detention hearings.98 A pretrial detention hearing determines much.99 Pretrial detention significantly contributes to Wisconsin’s jail population; in 2013, pre-
trial detainees held in local jails outnumbered those who had already been convicted.100 Pretrial detention is not only correlated with race, but also poverty; in Milwaukee, a 2009 study found that 23 percent of jail inmates were serving pretrial detention because they could not post bail of $500 or less.101 Studies across the nation confirm the importance of this pretrial disposition.102 Pretrial detainees held for two to three days are 40 percent more likely to

---

94. See id.
95. See id.
96. See O’Hear, supra note 90. This view ensures that, irrespective of studies, racial disparities will persist.
98. See ARNOLD VENTURES, supra note 72.
99. In Wisconsin, a defendant who is arrested is eligible for release “under reasonable conditions designed to assure his or her appearance in court, protect members of the community from serious bodily harm, or prevent the intimidation of witnesses. Bail [a requirement to post a bond] may be imposed ... [if a court finds] a reasonable basis to believe that bail is necessary to assure appearance.” WIS. STAT. § 969.01 (2021).
100. See Wisconsin Profile, PRISON POL’Y INITIATIVE, https://www.prisonpolicy.org/profiles/WI.html [https://perma.cc/3B7B-WGUF].
101. See Milwaukee County’s Pretrial Release Decision Process & Pretrial Services Re-
commit a new crime compared to a similar cohort of defendants held for no longer than twenty-four hours, a stunning pattern given that detention is often justified on public safety grounds. Prettrial detention increases a defendant’s likelihood of conviction and severity of any sentence. Where release significantly increases the likelihood of case dismissal, detention correlates to a higher likelihood of conviction: in a study of a general cross-section of defendants, more than three days of pretrial detention increased the likelihood of conviction by 13 percent; and, in a study of misdemeanor cases, persons detained were 25 percent more likely to be convicted than similarly situated persons who were released. Prettrial detention also correlates to sentence severity. In a study of misdemeanor defendants, those detained were 43 percent more likely to serve time than similarly situated persons who were released; and, in a study of felony cases, those subject to pretrial detention served on average five months more than those released (as to those released, 20 percent were sentenced to incarceration, whereas 87 percent of those detained were so sentenced). Underscoring the significance of this decision point, even if a defendant is released, a court has discretion to impose restrictions that can have serious collateral consequences.

104. Digard & Swavola, supra note 102, at 1. Pretrial detention obviously increases prosecutorial leverage. See id. at 4-5. When a person with familial responsibilities is faced with the prospect of pretrial detention, the person is incentivized to immediately plea to minor charges, minimizing any consultation with a defense attorney, and creating or contributing to criminal history, all regardless of innocence or guilt. See id. at 4.
105. Id. at 4.
106. Stevenson, supra note 26, at 532.
107. Heaton et al., supra note 26, at 717.
109. Heaton et al., supra note 26, at 717.
110. Phillips, supra note 108, at 118, 121 (stating “the strongest single factor influencing” this differential is pretrial detention). Those released have the opportunity to work and support family, permitting a defense attorney to make arguments to mitigate sentencing. Id. at 118.
111. See, e.g., Chaz Arnett, From Decarceration to E-carceration, 41 CARDOZO L. REV. 641, 644-46 (2019).
Recognizing the importance of this phase, stakeholders reformatted the Milwaukee County Pretrial Risk Assessment Instrument (MCPRAI).\(^{112}\) The MCPRAI used six data points deemed predictive of failure to appear, including the number of cases filed against a defendant and whether the defendant was arrested while on bond; both are factors that can reproduce racial disparity.\(^{113}\) Scoring was applied to a grid, which, based on the charge, assigned risk.\(^{114}\) For defendants deemed appropriate for release, the grid recommended the bond amount, level of supervision (none, standard, or intensive), and conditions upon release.\(^{115}\)

The MCPRAI was intended to improve racial equity; according to Chief Judge Jeffrey Kremers, the “old approach of relying entirely on experience and local custom often leads to institutional biases that leave disproportionately more poor and minority defendants awaiting trial in jail.”\(^{116}\) Judge Kremers observed: “Certainly [in] Milwaukee, minorities are a higher percentage of the ‘poor’ and hence a higher percentage of the detained pretrial-defendant

\(^{112}\) Jeffrey A. Kremers, Milwaukee Moves Away from Money Bail System, WIS. LAW. (June 1, 2017), https://www.wisbar.org/NewsPublications/WisconsinLawyer/Pages/Article.aspx?Volume=90&Issue=6&ArticleID=25667 [https://perma.cc/KL64-TQGW]; see also Milwaukee County Pretrial Risk Assessment Instrument—Revised (MCPRAI-R), MILWAUKEE CNTY., http://ebdmoneless.org/documents/Milwaukee-MCPRAI-Revised.pdf [https://perma.cc/Q4D3-VUEB] [hereinafter MCPRAI-R Form] (showing that the risk factors considered are: the number of cases filed against the defendant, prior failure to appear in court, whether the defendant was arrested while out on bond, employment or primary caregiver status, amount of time living at residence, and substance abuse score).

\(^{113}\) MCPRAI-R Form, supra note 112; see Beth Schwartzapfel, Can Racist Algorithms Be Fixed?, MARSHALL PROJECT (July 1, 2019, 6:00 AM), https://www.themarshallproject.org/2019/07/01/can-racist-algorithms-be-fixed [https://perma.cc/J3JG-2GDJ].

\(^{114}\) Pretrial Release Decision Process, supra note 101, at 7-8.

\(^{115}\) Id. These conditions can include no contact orders, drug tests, curfews, and electronic monitoring. Kremers, supra note 112. To decrease missed court dates, many jurisdictions are testing new solutions, such as reminders sent through text messaging. Jason Tashea, Text-Message Reminders Are a Cheap and Effective Way to Reduce Pretrial Detention, ABA J. (July 17, 2018, 7:10 AM), https://www.abajournal.com/lawscribbler/article/text_messages_can_keep_people_out_of_jail [https://perma.cc/APK4-38SJ]. A study in New York found that using a texting service to encourage attendance at hearings reduced failure to appear (FTAs) by 26 percent (the efficacy of such a program relies on certain factors, such as number of texts, information included in texts, and whether the jurisdiction has the defendant’s phone number). Id.

population. It is possible then to see the beginnings of what has contributed to the racial disparities in jail populations."\(^{117}\)

In 2015, to further encourage pretrial release and achieve racial equity, Milwaukee County transitioned to the Public Safety Assessment (PSA) tool developed by Arnold Ventures.\(^{118}\) In Judge Kremers’ opinion, the PSA did not “consider factors that could be discriminatory, such as race, sex, level of education, socioeconomic status, and neighborhood.”\(^{119}\) The PSA is designed to predict the likelihood that releasing a defendant will result in three outcomes: (1) a “failure to appear (FTA)” for a court hearing; (2) a “new criminal arrest (NCA)”; and (3) a “new violent criminal arrest (NVCA).”\(^{120}\) Arnold Ventures claims the PSA is associated with “higher rates of pretrial release” with no negative effect on “crime or court appearance rates.”\(^{121}\) To inform its data set, the PSA draws on 750,000 cases in 300 different jurisdictions.\(^{122}\) To minimize racial disparities, the PSA limits its data points to nine factors that “most effectively predict the likelihood of successful pretrial outcomes.”\(^{123}\) The PSA is transparent about how data points are weighted and calculated.\(^{124}\) The PSA is continuously evaluated to improve accuracy and “minimize its impact on racial disparities.”\(^{125}\) Evaluations have yet to show the PSA to “exacerbate racial disparities.”\(^{126}\)

As the DA’s office and the courts tried to make RAIs more fair, policing practices worked against these efforts.\(^{127}\) Compared to white drivers, Black drivers were seven times more likely, and Latino
drivers five times more likely, to be subject to a traffic stop. In 2015, police “conducted 196,434 traffic and pedestrian stops,” a number “staggering in light of the City’s ... population of 599,498.”

Mitigating some of these racial harms, in 2015, the DA’s office ceased prosecutions for possession of drug paraphernalia and reduced prosecutions for low-level drug offenses that disproportionally impacted the Black population. In 2018, in response to Collins v. City of Milwaukee, the police department agreed to a settlement to “end practices amounting to a decade-long stop-and-frisk program that resulted in hundreds of thousands of baseless stops as well as racial and ethnic profiling.” Experts in Collins controlled for crime rates and found “traffic and pedestrian stop rates” to be “six times higher for Black people than for white people.”

The settlement inserted an independent monitor to assess whether the Milwaukee Police Department met “certain benchmarks”; recently, the “monitor has found progress to be slow and uneven.” In 2018, Black people in Milwaukee County were 4.2 times more likely than white people to be arrested for marijuana possession. District Attorney Chisholm attributes some of the racial disparity to forces out of his control, including poverty and educational attainment. But such conditions are only exacerbated by criminal prosecution of low-level crimes, given the deleterious consequences of incapacitating young men and saddling families

128. Id.
130. See Toobin, supra note 19.
132. Id.
135. Toobin, supra note 19.
with fines and fees, and then releasing those young men into the community with a criminal history that renders poor employment prospects worse.\textsuperscript{136}

Racially disparate criminal outcomes take a village; police, prosecutors, defense attorneys, and probation officers have a role in contributing to, or mitigating, these disparities.\textsuperscript{137} Police target Black people.\textsuperscript{138} Prosecutors charge Black people more often and more severely than similarly situated white people.\textsuperscript{139} One study suggested that in certain counties in the United States, “judges value freedom less for blacks than whites” and treat white defendants with higher risk profiles more leniently than Black defendants.\textsuperscript{140} These dynamics result in the assignment of higher risk scores to people of color; this manufacturing of risk then justifies harsher treatment.\textsuperscript{141}

Recognizing that the criminal system is an ecosystem with each institution contributing to or undermining efforts to decrease racial harm, Milwaukee County established the “Race, Equity and Procedural Justice Committee,” which was created to “advance racial equity and procedural justice in Milwaukee’s criminal justice system through collaboration.”\textsuperscript{142} Other government organizations in Milwaukee also adhere to the policy that multidisciplinary criminal

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{139} See, e.g., id.
\item \textsuperscript{142} \textit{Race, Equity, and Procedural Justice Committee, MILWAUKEE CMTY. JUST. COUNCIL}, https://www.milwaukee.gov/cje/equity [https://perma.cc/UT94-2MKF].
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
justice teams are essential to reducing racial harms. Milwaukee judges, reflecting this institutional concern, have formed an *ad hoc* racial justice council to address racial discrimination and to prevent implicit racial bias. Thus, Milwaukee stakeholders recognize the shared responsibility of institutional actors to work toward racial justice.

District Attorney Chisholm has emphasized the need to mitigate racial disparities. A critical piece to Chisholm’s reasoning is the correlation between racial disparity and public safety. As the court in *Collins* stated, Milwaukee’s racially discriminatory practices undermine law enforcement objectives and damage “the trust between police and the public central to achieving public safety.” But despite the institutional commitment to achieving racial equality, dramatic inequality remains, and frustration over this status quo is acute. The persistence of racial inequality undermines the criminal system’s mission-critical objective of ensuring public safety, leading “in many ways to a ‘crisis of confidence’ in the criminal justice system’s ability to achieve fair and equitable outcomes.”

But what are Milwaukee’s options to further address these concerns by improving its RAI? If Milwaukee is limited to the consideration of race-neutral remedies, additional options are scarce—one race-neutral “fix” after another has not mitigated the gaping disparities.

143. See Prosecution and Race, supra note 86.
144. Telephone Interview with Milwaukee County Circuit Court Judge (Dec. 19, 2020).
145. See Prosecution and Race, supra note 86.
146. See id.
147. See id.
149. Telephone Interview with Paige Styler, Deputy Regional Attorney Manager, Milwaukee Trial Division, Wisconsin State Public Defender (Jan. 12, 2021) (stating defense attorneys are constantly communicating to each other the alarm over disparate treatment of similarly situated defendants, but for each defendant’s race).
150. Reed & Chisholm, supra note 137, at 22.
C. Potential Approaches to Remove Racial Bias from RAIs

Race-neutral approaches to improve RAIs have been assiduously deployed to mitigate the reproduction of racial harm. 151 And yet, scholars and tool designers recognize the diminishing returns of further race-neutral approaches. 152 Increased transparency, for example, can improve data selection and accuracy. 153 But knowing what data points inform a tool does not remedy racial disparity caused by remaining data points. 154 Some propose that where data points are proxies for race they should be eliminated, and in fact, there has been some success in removing data points where costs of racial harm overwhelm any predictive benefits they bring to a tool. 155 Yet, as some variables associated with racial discrimination “are struck from assessment tools, the predictive power of these instruments wanes.” 156 Recognizing the lack of race-neutral options, some scholars have considered race-informed adjustments to RAIs. 157

151. See Eaglin, supra note 36, at 214-17.
152. See id. at 216-18.
153. Not only can the selection of data be scrutinized, but also its completeness. Samuel R. Wiseman, The Criminal Justice Black Box, 78 OHIO ST. L.J. 349, 359 (2017) (advocating reliance on more comprehensive data sets that reduce fragmentation).
155. See O’NEIL, supra note 62, at 210 (“Are we going to sacrifice the accuracy of the model for fairness?... In some cases, yes. If we’re going to be equal before the law, or be treated equally as voters, we cannot stand for systems that drop us into different castes and treat us differently.”).
156. Oleson, supra note 29, at 1337 & n.42 (“[O]mitting factors that are correlated with race from a model to predict recidivism reduced the accuracy of the model by five to twelve percentage points.” (citing Joan Petersilia & Susan Turner, Guideline-Based Justice: Prediction and Racial Minorities, 9 CRIME & JUST. 151, 174 (1987))).
157. See, e.g., Huq, supra note 1, at 1129; Hellman supra note 7, at 819; Mayson, supra note 7, at 2268-69. It should be mentioned that some consider race-informed approaches in order to increase transparency, as opposed to mitigating racial disparity. See Crystal S. Yang, Toward an Optimal Bail System, 92 N.Y.U. L. REV. 1399, 1466-71 (2017) (using race as a variable with predictive value so as to make transparent the role of race in algorithmic calculations).
A race-informed remedy will have different objectives: to ensure white and Black people are forecast to have similar risk rates (statistical parity);\(^{158}\) to ensure the same proportion of white and Black people are wrongfully forecast for re-arrest (false-positive parity);\(^{159}\) or to ensure the same proportion of white and Black people are arrested who were not forecasted to be re-arrested (false-negative parity).\(^{160}\) Professor Sandra Mayson, for example, proposed using a tool’s false-positive disparity as a diagnostic to assess where a community should direct additional resources to disadvantaged communities.\(^{161}\)

Professor Aziz Huq’s race-informed approach addresses the statistical disparity between the risk scores of racial groups.\(^{162}\) Huq asserts that “our policing and adjudicative institutions play significant roles in the reproduction and entrenchment of social stratification,” particularly when it comes to the distribution of low-level, nonviolent crimes.\(^{163}\) Huq opined that “it will sometimes be necessary to use race to achieve substantively accurate policy results.”\(^{164}\) As to a race-informed remedy, Huq expressed concern that an under-correction would result in racial “stratification effects” due to “asymmetrical spillovers from criminal justice for minority but not majority populations.”\(^{165}\) But Huq also worried about an over-correction that releases high-risk individuals into a community.\(^{166}\) Huq concluded any race-based adjustment should allocate state coercion so that the spillover costs of that coercion on a minority group do not outweigh the benefits afforded by the algorithm to that group.\(^{167}\) Huq’s remedy would adjust the thresholds for assessing low, medium, and high-risk groups by race.\(^{168}\) Thresholds would

---

\(^{158}\) See Huq, supra note 1, at 1115-16.

\(^{159}\) Hellman, supra note 7, at 819; Mayson, supra note 7, at 2243-44.

\(^{160}\) Mayson, supra note 7, at 2244.

\(^{161}\) See id. at 2268-70.

\(^{162}\) See Huq, supra note 1, at 1102.

\(^{163}\) Id. at 1103.

\(^{164}\) Id. at 1102. Huq acknowledges an “irreconcilable tension ... between having equally accurate predictions of high risk and equalizing the rates of false positives within the pool of nonrecidivist suspects.” Id. at 1055.

\(^{165}\) Id.

\(^{166}\) See id. at 1046-47.

\(^{167}\) Id. at 1111, 1113 (“If an algorithmic tool generates public security by imposing greater costs (net of benefits) for blacks as a group, it raises a racial equity concern.”).

\(^{168}\) See id. at 1129-31.
depend on “the immediate costs of coercion ... balanced by its benefits” to any community. Huq predicts that the threshold for Black persons would be moved farther out (be more forgiving) than for white persons in the assessment of low-risk individuals, but that any racially informed adjustment between high-risk thresholds would be relatively small. Huq left it to a future project to ascertain how one might identify the point in which racially asymmetrical coercion becomes unjustified.

Irrespective of approach, scholars considering a race-informed remedy recognize the shadow of strict scrutiny. Huq thought a race-based remedy would face significant constitutional resistance. Mayson predicts constitutional foreclosure of a race-conscious approach. Professor Deborah Hellman contends race-based adjustments to the same tool face an insurmountable constitutional terrain. In contrast to these assessments, this

---

169. Id. at 1129, 1131 (“Accordingly, the point on the x-axis at which costs are equal to benefits for the minority is to the right of the same break-even point for the majority group.”).

170. Id. at 1056-57 (stating more work needs to be done to properly assess downstream coercion costs to making algorithmic adjustments). As to such racial disparities, Huq referenced Professor Randall Kennedy’s “racial tax” and argued that “there is no a priori reason why state coercion should be equally distributed among racial groups.” Id. at 1120, 1131.

171. Id. at 1131-33.

172. See id. at 1133; Mayson, supra note 7, at 2240 & n.66; Hellman, supra note 7, at 852-53. But see Hamilton, supra note 32, at 259 (“[I]f racial and ethnic variables significantly improved the predictive validity of risk-needs models, then including them would appear to be narrowly tailored to the government’s compelling interests.”). What about using equal protection to challenge racial disparities generated by RAI? This may be viable where an RAI explicitly uses race. See, e.g., United States v. Paradise, 480 U.S. 149, 167-68 (1987) (inferring intentional discrimination where agency never hired a Black trooper); Clark v. Thompson, 313 F.2d 637, 638 (5th Cir. 1963) (per curiam) (finding town’s segregation intentional and unconstitutional). But risk tools typically rely on race-neutral data and developers recite a commitment to racial fairness; thus, a challenge would typically be limited to a disparate impact theory. Washington v. Davis likely shields race-neutral tools from challenge regardless of disparate effects. 426 U.S. 229, 242 (1976). In the criminal context, McCleskey v. Kemp arrives at the same destination. 481 U.S. 279, 293-95, 352-53 (1987). But see Brenner et al., supra note 48, at 296-97 (providing alternative theories to challenge racial disparities in RAIs, for example, under a theory that “continued use” of such tools constitutes the requisite intent to violate equal protection).

173. Huq, supra note 1, at 1133.

174. Mayson, supra note 7, at 2240 & n.66.

175. Hellman, supra note 7, at 852-53 (concluding “different thresholds for the target trait for each racial group” is “legally prohibited”). Professor Hellman, however, proposes that known racial disparities can inform an algorithm’s design as to different racial groups; under this approach, white defendants and Black defendants would be subject to different tools that
Article contends a race-based remedy potentially satisfies strict scrutiny review. This analysis requires vetting a proposed race-based remedy, and so the Article proposes one: the Racial Disparity Cap. This Article then subjects the remedy to traditional doctrinal treatment.

D. A Proposed Remedy: The Racial Disparity Cap

The Racial Disparity Cap (RDC) seeks to achieve racial parity in the use of risk assessment tools. A jurisdiction would first take measure of any racial disparities unique to the jurisdiction. To do so, a jurisdiction would calculate the average risk scores of different racial groups over a period of time. The average risk score of the white population would presumably serve as the baseline. If the average risk score of Black defendants, for example, exceeds this baseline, the differential captures some portion of racial harm and discrimination visited on Black defendants in that jurisdiction. When a Black defendant is then assigned a preliminary score, the disparity differential is subtracted out before the tool assigns a low, medium, or high-risk designation. In sum, the RDC assesses the mean risk score of racial groups; any assessed disparities are subsequently applied to the scores of individual members of burdened racial groups.

Assume the mean score for the tool used in a county was five for white defendants, six for Latino defendants, and seven for Black defendants. This would mean, compared to the white population, the average raw score of Latino defendants was 20 percent higher, and for Black defendants 40 percent higher, than average white defendants.
scores. The disparity differential for Latino defendants (+1) and for Black defendants (+2) would be used to adjust raw scores for individual defendants. Scores of white defendants would remain unchanged since the average for the white population serves as the baseline. A white defendant with a raw score of 7.3 would remain so (7.3-0=7.3). For a Latino defendant, however, a raw score of 7.3 would be adjusted to 6.3 (7.3-1=6.3). A Black defendant’s raw score of 7.3 would be adjusted to 5.3 (7.3-2=5.3).

Because jurisdictions use different tools, and because racial harms vary by jurisdiction, the calculation of the disparity differential would vary. For example, in Milwaukee County, Black residents are 3.2 times more likely to be arrested than white residents for marijuana possession, but immediately north in Ozaukee County, Black residents are 34.9 times more likely to be arrested than white residents for possession. One would expect the disparity differential in Milwaukee to be less than in Ozaukee.

Some scholars see a tension between predictive accuracy and achieving statistical parity across races. But the validity of predictive accuracy depends on what one wants to measure. Tools are intended to predict the likelihood that an individual will recidivate. But what if the tool is not predicting the chance a person engages in unlawful conduct, but instead is predicting a person’s chance of being caught in a racially discriminatory regime? Acknowledging these troubling conditions, some still worry that

178. For instance, in Milwaukee County, the Black population (39 percent) comprises 70 percent of the arrest rate, and nearby Glendale’s Black population (14 percent) comprises 78 percent of the arrest rate. Chloe Frankovic, Racial Disparities in Arrest Rates in Milwaukee County, U. WIS.-MADISON CARTOGRAPHY LAB’Y, https://geography.wisc.edu/cartography/project/G370/2019SP/Spring2019_FrankovicChloe.pdf [https://perma.cc/9GJM-T2YJ].


180. See Mayson, supra note 7, at 2228-33; Huq, supra note 1, at 1124-25.

181. Eaglin, supra note 17, at 61-62.

182. See Eaglin, supra note 36, at 215-16; Michael M. O’Hear, Rethinking Drug Courts: Restorative Justice as a Response to Racial Injustice, 20 STAN. L. & POL’Y REV. 463, 471 (2009) ("[M]ore serious criminal records of black drug defendants are at least in part a byproduct of law enforcement policies and practices that systematically result in higher arrest risks for black drug offenders than white."); Capers, supra note 66, at 67; Carbado, supra note 66, at 1485.
“unless we know actual offending rates (which we generally do not), reconfiguring the data or algorithm to reflect a statistical scenario we prefer merely distorts the predictive mirror, so that it reflects neither the data nor any demonstrable reality.” But the application of the RDC arguably reflects both the data and the demonstrable reality; it uses standardized data to measure racial disparities that emerge from racially oppressive conditions, which in turn reflect demonstrable realities for different racial groups. As Mayson observed, a tool’s measurement of racial disparity “puts the dragon of predictive inequality out on the plain. It is frightful, but at least we can see it.” With the application of the RDC, a portion of a person’s reality attributed to racism is accounted for, and we approach a clearer picture of someone’s actual risk profile within a legitimate criminal system.

What assumptions are at play with the RDC approach? (1) Any significant racial disparity between white persons and persons of color is explained by racial discrimination; for example, if a lower socioeconomic condition correlates with race, it is either because a racial group is biologically wired to underperform (this is obviously false) or, due to discrimination, a racial group has been impeded from obtaining power, status, and wealth (the RDC credits this view). (2) Racial discrimination is perpetrated by policing, prosecution, public defending, and adjudication, as Black people are detained by police more often, arrested at higher rates, given declinations at lower rates, subject to more severe charging decisions, subject to higher pretrial detention rates, more vulnerable to jury prejudice, and given more severe sentences. (3) The state’s
overuse of police discretion, surveillance, and force in communities of color causes significant harm by breaking up families through incarceration and imposing collateral consequences that erode economic security and political engagement. 189 (4) A criminal system that continues to reproduce these racial harms will never be viewed as fair or legitimate by the very communities in need of protection.190 (5) In the absence of public confidence, the criminal system cannot ensure public safety and health.191 (6) Race-based environmental risks should be excluded from one’s risk profile, as they represent a “‘co-constituted social and ecological context,’ which shapes ‘health, disease, and well-being within and across historical generations.’”192 As Professor Sara Jacoby found in her empirical study of Philadelphia:

When we look at the 1937 [Redlining] Map in relationship to contemporary violence and firearm assaults, we find that the same places that were imagined to be areas unworthy of economic investment by virtue of the races, ethnicities, and religions of their residents are more likely to be the places where violence and violent injury are most common almost a century later.193

(7) Harms perpetrated by state-mandated discrimination and violence should not be compounded by increased state coercion, which itself constitutes racial discrimination.194

189. See Roberts, supra note 136, at 1272-73; Gabriel J. Chin, Review, Felon Disenfranchisement and Democracy in the Late Jim Crow Era, 5 OHIO ST. J. CRIM. L. 329, 330 (2007) (noting as to employment, a felony conviction results in a life of “limited employment prospects” and, as to the right to vote, some states (Florida, Kentucky, and Virginia) disenfranchise “persons with felony records for life”).

190. See Balko, supra note 138.

191. See id.


193. Id. at 92.

194. This state-mandated harm, absent governmental investment to counter the negative consequences, is ongoing: “Representations of urban space like the [Redlining] Maps have social meaning and create cascading feedback loops by encouraging people to move out of degraded areas whenever possible, leading to further stigmatization.” Id. at 93.
The RDC approach breaks rank with Huq’s theory that a racially asymmetrical deployment of state coercion can be legitimate. The RDC approach would, under Mayson’s view, distort “the statistical mirror to ignore [racial] difference [which] will just produce disparate rates of error, which might increase the net burden on the very communities the intervention was intended to protect.” Under these views, the RDC threatens to release defendants of color into the community who are prone to violent recidivism, undermining public safety.

Some responses. First, application of the RDC—which would reduce the risk assessment of some persons of color—brings the assessment closer to one’s risk of recidivism, versus one’s risk of getting caught. Second, Huq’s theory conflates a person’s actual risk profile with the state’s manufacture of a person of color’s risk assessment by increasing the number and severity of charges imposed due to the person’s race. Third, Huq’s assumption that some incremental increase in state coercion asymmetrically applied to a community of color will improve public safety is far from a received truth. Where Huq credits the notion that asymmetrically deployed state power based on race may be justified, the RDC approach assumes any racially asymmetrical distribution of state coercion exacerbates existing structural harms. In application, the RDC provides limited mitigation of the harms of an ever-present exertion of an increased level of state coercion in communities of color.

Huq’s discussion of risk and its relationship to state coercion illuminates an additional issue. If we reduced the police force by 80 percent, people would be caught less, and, as a result, risk scores

195. See Huq, supra note 1, at 1131. Huq contends increased state intervention is legitimate to the extent that it is not exceeded by negative externalities caused by disparate treatment—a cost-benefit “break-even point.” Id. This Article contends that disparities in the application of state coercion, in which the marginalized group carries the increased burden, should not be permitted.

196. Mayson, supra note 7, at 2272.

197. See Zhang et al., supra note 47, at 184.

198. See Huq, supra note 1, at 1054-57.

199. See id. at 1131.

200. Id. Disagreement over what sort of criminal intervention is congruent with public safety is fierce, and studies are subject to widely different interpretations; for example, did the crime rate go down because of zero-tolerance policing or because the economy improved?

201. Id.
would decline (irrespective of whether less, more, or the same number of people engaged in unlawful conduct). Whether a person’s unlawful conduct is detected or acknowledged occurs within the state’s purview.\footnote{See Zhang et al., \textit{supra} note 47, at 184.} The RDC assumes that the state’s deployment of coercion applied to white people produces the most “reasonable” assessment of risk, given that a more politically responsive level of state coercion occurs in white spaces. The RDC attempts to correct for the increased coercion that occurs outside white spaces, and for less merciful conditions that occur in the absence of being white. In this way, the RDC is a limited intervention, as it does not attempt to account for other conditions society might not want to contribute to a risk assessment. For example, the distortion to risk assessments caused by class disparities is not directly attended to by the RDC. Even as to racial harm, the RDC is limited in its remediation. For example, the RDC does nothing to prevent a person of color from being arrested because of targeted surveillance; it does not attend to the harm related to that arrest and the initial detention, and other than providing a downward adjustment to correct for racial disparity at a particular intersect point, it does not mitigate racial disparities that emerge in the individual’s subsequent interactions with criminal system actors.

Some scholars warn of unintended consequences in using a race-informed remedy to mitigate an RAI’s racial harm.\footnote{See, e.g., Cowgill & Stevenson, \textit{supra} note 44, at 96, 99-100.} Professors Bo Cowgill and Megan Stevenson, for example, consider the consequences of a tool’s developer inputting preferences into the algorithm as a form of social engineering.\footnote{Id. at 96, 98.} This becomes particularly problematic in the absence of algorithmic transparency, where the designer “chooses to obfuscate because she does not approve of what the judge will do with this information.”\footnote{Id. at 98.} A possible consequence—when the judge uses the tool and becomes aware of the developer’s preferences, she will “place less weight on the algorithmic scores.”\footnote{Id.} In addition to undermining the tool’s accuracy, this dynamic can subvert the designer’s intentions, however laudatory.\footnote{Id.} For
example, as to an algorithmic feature designed to improve racial parity, a resistant judge may compensate in a way that actually increases racial disparities.208 A better approach, it is argued, may be to target the judge’s preferences.209

Some responses. First, the tool’s algorithmic processing of data and the RDC’s adjustment remain separate functions, and even if there is no algorithmic transparency (there should be), the disparity differential is transparent. The disparity differentials in the jurisdiction are known, reducing suspicion that could exaggerate the size and impact of any judicial adjustment. Second, as to concerns over decision maker resistance to a modified score, one can track judicial decision-making; judges who significantly fall outside the bell curve of a judge’s expected deviation from the RAI’s recommendation could be counseled on use of the tool. As Professor Vincent Southerland observed, these tools can “flip the gaze,” and decision-making patterns of particular stakeholders—like judges—can be scored and appropriately evaluated.210 Decision maker bias that undermines the application of the RDC would be accounted for when the jurisdiction periodically recalculates the racial disparity differentials in the jurisdiction (which serves as a report card for efforts to achieve racial parity within use of the tool).

A few more observations. The RDC ignores differences between algorithms. Although transparency of data lends integrity to the process, even if the nature of a vendor’s data points are unknown, any algorithm always reduces risk to a number. Thus, the RDC can be applied even where proprietary interests prevail in cloaking the tool’s innards. The RDC’s indifference to transparency becomes even more important as machine learning approaches predominate; algorithmic behavior will only become more opaque as artificial intelligence will “sift through vast numbers of variables, looking for combinations that reliably predict outcomes” and “combin[e] them in nonlinear and highly interactive ways.”211 As Huq notes, errors that emerge in the machine learning context can be hard to

208. See id.
209. Id. at 99.
diagnose and accordingly, can be “durable.” And yet, the RDC is indifferent to the methodology employed. The RDC does not interfere with jurisdictional efforts to undermine or improve the tool’s integrity—the RDC will measure the racial disparities unique to a jurisdiction generated by local practices, the type of RAI used, and the underlying process in reaching final decisions.

A final observation. As Professor Sonja Starr observed, implementation of RAIs may not change outcomes at all, but only serve to provide false legitimacy. But there is inherent value in the use of RAIs; they have engendered discussions over criminal system decision-making, increased opportunities to measure and address disparities, and provided some resistance to arbitrary swings that unbridled discretion generates. The RDC helps an RAI achieve these goals.

Should a jurisdiction consider implementing the RDC, it is likely a white defendant would bring a lawsuit alleging he should be given the same calculation the jurisdiction afforded to a Black defendant. Before engaging in an equal protection analysis, a preliminary question would be the plaintiff’s standing: could he show he was actually injured? The white defendant might argue, for example, that if he received the same adjustment given to a Black defendant in the jurisdiction, he would have been released. According to this reasoning, solely because of the white defendant’s race, he was denied a benefit accorded to members in a different racial group. This opportunity-centric standing analysis arguably tracks the Court’s analysis in Bakke, as a petitioner in an affirmative action case is

212. Huq, supra note 1, at 1067.
213. See Starr, supra note 29, at 851-52 (reviewing studies that indicate an insignificant deviation in outcomes, whether or not the RAI is employed); see also Julia Dressel & Hany Farid, The Accuracy, Fairness, and Limits of Predicting Recidivism, SCL ADVANCES, Jan. 17, 2018, at 1, 1.
214. See About the Public Safety Assessment: What Is the PSA?, supra note 121.
215. See Cass R. Sunstein, Standing and the Privatization of Public Law, 88 COLUM. L. REV. 1432, 1465-66 (1988) (“The device of recharacterization of the injury may seem artificial, but it is at work in at least one Supreme Court decision.... There was no showing that Bakke would have been admitted to the medical program of the University of California at Davis if the affirmative action program were invalidated. The Court responded that ‘even if Bakke had been unable to prove that he would have been admitted in the absence of the special program, it would not follow that he lacked standing .... The trial court found such an injury, apart from failure to be admitted, in the University’s decision not to permit Bakke to compete for all 100 places in the class, simply because of his race.’” (quoting Regents of Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke, 438
considered injured by the loss of opportunity to earn a benefit (admission to a university), a white defendant is injured by the loss of opportunity to earn a benefit (pretrial release). Here, the injury is arguably more concrete: it is conceivable a white defendant could show that, in fact, application of the RDC to his or her case would have resulted in a different outcome. Conversely, the standing argument is also arguably weaker: Bakke did not argue for a similar race-based benefit (for example, a set number of spots in the admission process being reserved for white applicants), but rather argued that in the absence of the race-based remedy his chances of admission were better. Here, however, a white defendant could not argue that in the absence of applying the RDC a different outcome for the white defendant was possible. Still, assuming that a plaintiff’s arguments might find the receptive ears of at least one judge, the next question emerges: what standard of review applies?

This Article does not take a position on the appropriate standard of review. It would be reasonable for a jurisdiction to argue that to stop discrimination against people of color, it must adjust the RAI’s algorithm, and that an action to stop active discrimination does not require a showing of strict scrutiny, especially where the remedy places no burden on members of any racial group. However persuasive this approach may be, this Article assumes a worst-case scenario for the sake of argument. Should a court impose strict scrutiny in testing the constitutionality of the RDC, this Article is intended to aid the jurisdiction in satisfying the standard, however unjustified the imposition of strict scrutiny may be.

216. Even if this is not wholly convincing, the flimsiness of standing doctrine is readily acknowledged. See Maxwell L. Stearns, Constitutional Law’s Conflicting Premises, 96 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 447, 452-63 (2020). Moreover, a defendant could also allege a stigmatic injury, that a jurisdiction’s use of the RDC stigmatizes white defendants by leading those defendants to receive less favorable pretrial and sentencing outcomes. See generally Thomas Healy, Stigmatic Harm and Standing, 92 IOWA L. REV. 417 (2007). Given the mathematic precision of the RDC, this defendant could likely allege such an injury with the particularity absent from the stigmatic injury alleged in Allen v. Wright. See 468 U.S. 737, 755-56 (1984).

217. See Bakke, 438 U.S. at 280-81 n.14.

218. The moment strict scrutiny comes into play is far from clear, despite sweeping statements in cases like Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena. See 515 U.S. 200, 227 (1995) (“All racial classifications, imposed by [the government] ... must be analyzed by a reviewing court under strict scrutiny.”). Yet, one would expect that a police department engaging in a practice of racial profiling need not satisfy strict scrutiny before ending the practice. The remedial line
II. RACE-BASED REMEDIES, EQUAL PROTECTION, AND THE CRIMINAL LAW

Although strict scrutiny presents significant obstacles for affirmative race-based remedies in higher education and employment spheres,\(^\text{219}\) in the context of criminal law, equal protection challenges to race-based interventions have been largely unsuccessful.\(^\text{220}\) The RDC is well-situated within the protective awning courts extend to criminal system actors to achieve public safety objectives, regardless of the level of scrutiny applied.

To survive strict scrutiny, the government must demonstrate its race-based intervention is narrowly tailored to address a compelling state interest.\(^\text{221}\) The *anticlassification* interpretation of this standard makes no distinction between benign and malignant intent to discriminate.\(^\text{222}\) Justice Roberts summarized the philosophy in *Parents Involved*: “The way to stop discrimination on the basis of race is to stop discriminating on the basis of race.”\(^\text{223}\) The anticlassification principle has roots in tempering white apprehension over equal protection’s potential to disrupt the status quo. For example, in the *Civil Rights Cases of 1883*, which reassured white people of their right to discriminate against Black people free from

\(^{219}\) See Gratz v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 244, 251 (2003); Detroit Police Officers’ Ass’n v. Young, 608 F.2d 671, 697-98 (6th Cir. 1979).

\(^{220}\) See, e.g., United States v. Clary, 34 F.3d 709, 712-14 (8th Cir. 1994) (upholding a racially significant sentencing regime between crack and powder cocaine). But see Batson v. Kentucky, 476 U.S. 79, 87, 93-94 (1986) (holding a person’s race “is unrelated to his fitness as a juror” and cannot be taken into consideration during voir dire (quoting Thiel v. S. Pac. Co., 328 U.S. 217, 227 (1946) (Frankfurter, J., dissenting))).

\(^{221}\) Parents Involved in Cmty. Schs. v. Seattle Sch. Dist No. 1, 551 U.S. 701, 720 (2007); Republican Party of Minn. v. White, 536 U.S. 765, 774-75 (2002); *Adarand*, 515 U.S. at 227 (noting “all racial classifications” are subject to strict scrutiny and “are constitutional only if they are narrowly tailored measures that further compelling governmental interests”); *Bakke*, 438 U.S. at 299.


\(^{223}\) 551 U.S. at 748. A similar sentiment can be found in *Plessy v. Ferguson*: “Legislation is powerless to eradicate racial instincts or to abolish distinctions based upon physical differences, and the attempt to do so can only result in accentuating the difficulties of the present situation.” 163 U.S. 537, 551 (1896).
federal interference, the Court construed government protection from racial harm as favoritism to Black persons:

When a man has emerged from slavery ... there must be some stage in the progress of his elevation when he takes the rank of a mere citizen, and ceases to be the special favorite of the laws, and when his rights as a citizen, or a man, are to be protected in the ordinary modes by which other men’s rights are protected.224

Accommodating white attachment to principles of neutrality, the Court has often employed the anticlassification principle to constitutionally prohibit race-based remedies.225 The colorblind view deems racial discrimination abhorrent as it impedes any path to accountability for racial harms.226 Worse, the colorblind approach protects the dividends of racism from criticism by facilitating an identity formation that permits white beneficiaries of racism to nevertheless see themselves as victims of racism.227

In contrast, the antisubordination interpretation is more deferential to government attempts to identify interests that can be solved with race-based remedies.228 Proponents believe it possible to differentiate between government efforts to account for racial harm and efforts to maintain racial oppression, like Jim Crow and redlining conditions.229 The Equal Protection Clause is viewed as a response to “legacies of racial subordination” and a corrective to “advantages gained through intergenerational white privilege.”230

226. See id. (“Classifications of citizens solely on the basis of race ‘are by their very nature odious to a free people whose institutions are founded upon the doctrine of equality.’” (quoting Hirabayashi v. United States, 320 U.S. 81, 100 (1943))).
228. See, e.g., City of Richmond v. J. A. Croson Co., 488 U.S. 469, 529, 551-53 (1989) (Marshall, J., dissenting) (discussing the city’s determination showing “that minority-owned businesses have received virtually no city contracting dollars” to constitute a compelling interest and stating that strict scrutiny should not apply to race-conscious remedial measures).
229. See Khiara M. Bridges, Critical Race Theory: A Primer 5-7 (2019).
The Constitution, which for centuries permitted “ingenious and pervasive forms of discrimination” against people of color, should not “stand[ ] as a barrier” to attempts to remedy “that legacy of discrimination.”\textsuperscript{231} The antisubordination approach would embrace a more deferential form of judicial scrutiny, like intermediate scrutiny.\textsuperscript{232}

The antisubordination view finds no traction in the doctrine. But an orthodox anticlassification view fails to explain the doctrine as well. Rather, a denomination of the anticlassification view, the \textit{contextual} approach, accommodates current doctrine. First articulated by Justice O’Connor, this approach is highly skeptical of race-based remedies, but permits reluctant deference in the presence of certain contextual factors.\textsuperscript{233} In explaining the departure from unyielding resistance,\textsuperscript{234} she stated, “[c]ontext matters when reviewing race-based governmental action under the Equal Protection Clause.”\textsuperscript{235}


\textsuperscript{232.} See Reva B. Siegel, \textit{From Colorblindness to Antibalkanization: An Emerging Ground of Decision in Race Equality Cases}, 120 YALE L.J. 1278, 1335 n.162 (2011); Ruth Colker, \textit{Antisubordination Above All: Sex, Race, and Equal Protection}, 61 N.Y.U. L. REV. 1003, 1036 (1986) (noting four Justices in \textit{Bakke} “found it necessary to apply intermediate scrutiny to race-based affirmative action policies in order to justify validation of those policies”).


\textsuperscript{234.} Justice O’Connor’s journey took her from \textit{Croson}, where she rejected a city’s race-based remedy, to \textit{Grutter} fifteen years later, where she deferred to a university’s announced need for race-based admission policies. \textit{Compare} City of Richmond v. J. A. Croson Co., 488 U.S. 469, 476-81, 511 (1989) (determining that a plan requiring businesses awarded city construction contracts to subcontract at least 30 percent of the value of their contract to minority-owned businesses violated equal protection), and \textit{id.} at 529 (Marshall, J., dissenting) (commenting how O’Connor was so intent on “second-guessing Richmond’s judgment” as to the existence of past discrimination), \textit{with} Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306, 315, 318, 328 (2003) (upholding admissions policy’s “flexible assessment” that considered undergraduate GPA and test scores, but also “‘soft’ variables,” including how an applicant might help the school reach a “critical mass of underrepresented minority students”).

\textsuperscript{235.} \textit{Grutter}, 539 U.S. at 327.
In an almost confessional tone, she observed: “[j]ust as growing up in a particular region or having particular professional experiences is likely to affect an individual’s views, so too is one’s own, unique experience of being a racial minority in a society, like our own, in which race unfortunately still matters.”

Dissenting justices thought her shift was a break with anticlassification orthodoxy. It was.

Justice O’Connor’s contextual approach helps draw a thread through an otherwise disjointed doctrine. Before and after her articulation of equal protection doctrine, courts have recognized the importance of context. As Judge Posner observed, a plaintiff cannot merely cite to and rely on decisional language that seems to preclude the constitutionality of a race-based remedy; rather, “the weight of [prior] judicial language depends on context.”

The Court in Johnson v. California similarly stated, “Prisons are dangerous places, and the special circumstances they present may justify racial classifications in some contexts.”

A contextual approach was employed in Fisher v. University of Texas (Fisher II), where Justice Kennedy focused analysis on particular challenges that face a university and the interests in diversity that are unique to the educational mission. In his dissent, Justice Alito further anchored the conceptual shift, stating, “Racial discrimination [is] invidious in all contexts,” and that “in ‘all contexts,’ racial classifications are permitted only ‘as a last resort.’” The majority disagreed.

Within contextual features unique to the criminal system, this Article attempts to provide guidance to criminal system stakeholders that are considering race-based responses to racial harms. Recognizing the different interpretive approaches one can take, and the ideological lifting each does, this Article attempts to situate the

236. Id. at 333.
237. Id. at 379-80 (Rehnquist, C.J., dissenting).
240. 136 S. Ct. 2198, 2214 (2016).
241. Id. at 2221 (Alito, J., dissenting) (emphasis added) (quoting Edmonson v. Leesville Concrete Co., 500 U.S. 614, 619 (1991)).
242. See id. at 2214-15.
constitutional analysis within existing doctrinal constraints: a contextual, anticlassification approach to determining whether a race-based intervention is narrowly tailored and supported by a compelling governmental interest.

A. Compelling Interest

What constitutes a compelling interest under existing doctrine is contested; there is debate over whether a broad range of interests are potentially in play,\(^{243}\) such as ensuring diversity in employment and education,\(^{244}\) fighting societal discrimination,\(^{245}\) carrying out an institution’s mission or objective,\(^{246}\) and addressing an institution’s past acts of racial discrimination.\(^ {247}\) Not all interests carry equal

243. Richard H. Fallon, Jr., *Strict Judicial Scrutiny*, 54 UCLAL. REV. 1267, 1321-22 (2007) (stating “the Supreme Court has frequently adopted an astonishingly casual approach to identifying compelling interests,” and noting that the Court will accept “interests as compelling on the basis of little or no textual inquiry”); see, e.g., Parents Involved in Cmty. Schs. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. No. 1, 551 U.S. 701, 720 (2007) (recognizing that the list of compelling interests is not static, stating, “Without attempting ... to set forth all the interests a school district might assert, it suffices to note that our prior cases, in evaluating the use of racial classifications in the school context, have recognized two interests that qualify as compelling” (emphasis added)).


245. Wygant v. Jackson Bd. of Educ., 476 U.S. 267, 276 (1986) (“Societal discrimination, without more, is too amorphous a basis for imposing a racially classified remedy.” (emphasis added)).

246. As to carrying out an agency’s mission, see, for example, Talbert v. City of Richmond, 648 F.2d 925, 928, 931 (4th Cir. 1981); Johnson v. California, 543 U.S. 499, 515 (2005) (“Prisons are dangerous places, and the special circumstances they present may justify racial classifications in some contexts.”). As to carrying out objectives, see, for example, Barhold v. Rodriguez, 863 F.2d 233, 238 (2d Cir. 1988) (stating law enforcement must appear to be unbiased to “carry out its mission effectively”); Wittmer v. Peters, 87 F.3d 916, 920 (7th Cir. 1996) (finding inmates’ perceptions of operational fairness to be a compelling need).

247. United States v. Paradise, 480 U.S. 149, 166, 167 (1987) (stating that “[t]he Court is in agreement that ... remedying past or present racial discrimination ... is a sufficiently weighty state interest to warrant” a race-based remedy, and “[t]he Government unquestionably has a compelling interest in remedying past and present discrimination by a state
weight, but depending on the circumstances, they may all qualify as compelling. 248

From the Court’s perspective, even if an interest may be compelling in the abstract, particular circumstances may render it insufficient. In Parents Involved, for example, the Court recognized the importance of addressing the effects of past discrimination in the abstract, but noted the absence of any showing by the school district that it had actually engaged in such acts. 249 It is thus incumbent on the institutional actor to demonstrate why a stated interest is in fact compelling.

In making that showing, contextual circumstances that can find judicial receptivity include: a clearly articulated institutional interest, 250 a close fit between the interest and the institution’s core objectives, 251 expert opinion supporting the institution’s interest, 252

248. Courts have hotly debated the importance of diversity in education, but more easily accept the importance of criminal system actors to ensure public safety. Grutter, 539 U.S. at 356-57 (Thomas, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) (stating that diversity in higher education is not a compelling interest, given that the justification is nothing more than a call for “marginal improvements in legal education”); Antonin Scalia, The Disease as Cure: “In Order to Get Beyond Racism, We Must First Take Account of Race.”, 1979 WASH. U. L.Q. 147, 147-48 (1979) (stating that under the diversity justification, we want students in medical school, for example, to “work and play with pianists, maybe flute players ... people from the country, from the city ... bespectacled chess champions and football players. And, oh yes, we may want some racial minorities, too. If that is all it takes to overcome the presumption against discrimination by race, we have witnessed an historic trivialization of the Constitution”).

249. Parents Involved, 551 U.S. at 720-21 (noting neither district could assert “the compelling interest of remedying the effects of past intentional discrimination” because Seattle had no evidence that it had engaged in this discrimination and because Jefferson County had “achieved unitary status”).

250. See id.


252. See, e.g., Wittmer v. Peters, 87 F.3d 916, 920 (7th Cir. 1996) (demonstrating judicial deference to the opinions of subject matter experts); Grutter, 539 U.S. at 328-31 (acknowledging the persuasiveness of amici briefs of experts supporting institutional assessments of need).
supplemental constitutional concerns that amplify an institution’s stated interest, and the institution’s current or past acts. These circumstances are neither exhaustive nor mutually exclusive. A jurisdiction’s persuasive framing of a compelling interest within these circumstances may convince a court that a proposed race-based remedy is “motivated by a truly powerful and worthy concern.”

The following analysis considers these potential circumstances within the criminal system.

1. What Is the Compelling Interest of the Criminal System That Is at Play, and What Is the Basis for That Interest?

An institution must first articulate what the compelling interest is. What is it here? That existing racial disparities undermine the criminal system’s ability to achieve its core public safety objectives. Stakeholders concede that in the absence of public confidence and community perceptions of fairness, the criminal justice system cannot operate effectively to ensure public safety. In framing a compelling interest, courts will often refer to the “operational need[s]” of the criminal system. “[O]perational need[s]” are those conditions identified by an institution that are essential to accomplishing criminal system objectives within a community served. A universally recognized operational need is the maintenance of

253. See, e.g., Bakke, 438 U.S. at 313 (acknowledging the supplemental weight of First Amendment concerns that support the institution’s stated interest).


255. See, e.g., Parents Involved, 551 U.S. at 720-21 (holding that the school system failed to show racial imbalance was traceable to segregation); Wygant v. Jackson Bd. of Educ., 476 U.S. 267, 274 (1986) (stating that the school system failed to show that societal discrimination was compelling by itself without a further showing of past discrimination and that the asserted importance of role models for children was not sufficient).

256. Wittmer, 87 F.3d at 918.

257. See Paul H. Robinson & Sarah M. Robinson, Shadow Vigilantes: How Distrust in the Justice System Breeds a New Kind of Lawlessness 13-14 (2018) (discussing how “ordinary people sometimes believe they have reason to doubt the criminal justice system’s devotion to doing justice” which “undermine[s] the criminal justice system’s ability to harness the powerful forces of social influence and internalized norms”).

258. See Barhold v. Rodriguez, 863 F.2d 233, 237 (2d Cir. 1988) (stating, as to the employment policy within a parole office, two possible justifications for a race-based policy, “a history of past discrimination” or “operational need”).

259. Id. at 238.
public confidence and community perceptions of fairness given that criminal system interventions involve coercion and system actors are afforded broad discretion to investigate,\(^\text{260}\) detain,\(^\text{261}\) prosecute,\(^\text{262}\) and incarcerate.\(^\text{263}\) Stakeholders recognize that coercion alone is insufficient to maintain public safety; the swing of the state’s hammer must also be perceived as legitimate.\(^\text{264}\)

Courts, too, have recognized that maintaining community perceptions of fairness is an operational need. Within the criminal system context, where a jurisdiction has implemented a race-based remedy to achieve the community’s confidence, courts have routinely found the interest in doing so compelling.\(^\text{265}\) A number of these remedies have been applied to law enforcement, as police are so visible to the public.\(^\text{266}\) In *Barhold v. Rodriguez*, for example, the

\(^{260}\) See, e.g., Whren v. United States, 517 U.S. 806, 813-14 (1996) (permitting an officer to provide a justification for the stop after conducting the stop, regardless of the officer’s subjective intent in effectuating the detention); Minnesota v. Dickerson, 508 U.S. 366, 375-76 (1993) (permitting a script for law enforcement to use to justify otherwise unconstitutional searches during a *Terry* stop).


\(^{262}\) Gabriel J. Chin & Charles J. Vernon, *Reasonable but Unconstitutional: Racial Profiling and the Radical Objectivity of Whren v. United States*, 83 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 882, 888 (2015) (stating “prosecutors are free to bring charges supported by probable cause for any reason, except that they may not charge based on race, religion, or other unconstitutional considerations” (citing Oyler v. Boyles, 368 U.S. 448 (1962))).


\(^{264}\) See ROBINSON & ROBINSON, supra note 257, at 13-14.

\(^{265}\) See, e.g., Barhold v. Rodriguez, 863 F.2d 233, 238 (2d Cir. 1988); Talbert v. City of Richmond, 648 F.2d 925, 931-32 (4th Cir. 1981); Detroit Police Officers’ Ass’n v. Young, 608 F.2d 671, 695-96 (6th Cir. 1979).

\(^{266}\) Detroit Police Officers’ Ass’n, 608 F.2d at 695-96 (finding the jurisdiction’s assertions for sufficient racial diversity on the police force particularly compelling because “the relationship between government and citizens is seldom more visible, personal and important than in police-citizen contact”). Police are considered to be the “gatekeepers of the criminal justice system.” S. Rebecca Neusteter, Ram Subramanian, Jennifer Trone, Mawia Khogali & Cindy Reed, *Gatekeepers: The Role of Police in Ending Mass Incarceration*, VERA INST. JUST., Aug. 2019, at 5, https://www.vera.org/downloads/publications/gatekeepers-police-and-mass-incarceration.pdf [https://perma.cc/ZG7Y-822F] (stating that rifts between the public and police force “continue to raise questions of basic fairness, undermining the perceived legitimacy of police by the public they serve and heightening the risk that communities may be unwilling to rely on and cooperate with police in order to help prevent and solve crimes”); see U.S. DEP’T
Second Circuit agreed it was a compelling interest for law enforcement to appear unbiased in order to “carry out its mission effectively.”267 In Talbert v. City of Richmond, the Fourth Circuit acknowledged the connection between the community’s perception of law enforcement and public safety:

> Effective crime prevention and solution depend heavily on the public support and cooperation which result only from public respect and confidence in the police. In short, the focus is not on the superior performance of minority officers, but on the public’s perception of law enforcement officials and institutions.268

All institutional actors—the police officer, prosecutor, judge, and probation agent—are responsible for ensuring perceptions of legitimacy. The Court has recognized that “[r]ace discrimination is ‘especially pernicious in the administration of justice’ ... [a]nd public respect for our system of justice is undermined when the system discriminates based on race.”269 Racially disparate prosecution, sentencing, and probation practices “damage[] social networks, distort[] social norms, and destroy[] social citizenship” in

267. 863 F.2d at 238 (finding the jurisdiction’s race-based remedy to racially diversify its police force constitutional).

268. 648 F.2d at 931 (emphasis added) (quoting Detroit Police Officers’ Ass’n, 608 F.2d at 695-96).

269. Johnson v. California, 543 U.S. 499, 511 (2005) (citation omitted) (quoting Rose v. Mitchell, 443 U.S. 545, 555 (1979)). The Court also recognized that “[g]ranting the CDC an exemption from the rule that strict scrutiny applies to all racial classifications would undermine our ‘unceasing efforts to eradicate racial prejudice from our criminal justice system.’” Id. at 512 (quoting McCleskey v. Kemp, 481 U.S. 279, 309 (1987)); accord CHARLES W. OSTMOR, BRIAN J. OSTMOR & MATTHEW KLEIMAN, U.S. DEPT OF JUST., JUDGES AND DISCRIMINATION: ASSESSING THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF CRIMINAL SENTENCING 2 (2004) (“The sentencing decision is the symbolic keystone of the criminal justice system: in it, the conflicts between the goals of equal justice under the law and individualized justice with punishment tailored to the offender are played out, and society’s moral principles and highest values—life and liberty—are interpreted and applied.” (quoting NAT’L INST. JUST., RESEARCH ON SENTENCING: THE SEARCH FOR REFORM 1 (Alfred Blumstein ed., 1983)).
Prosecutorial offices are acutely aware of the need to earn public confidence through the fair administration of justice. The Department of Justice’s mission places equal emphasis on its objective “to ensure public safety” and its obligation to “ensure fair and impartial administration of justice.” The California Attorney General similarly pledges to “[e]nforce and apply all of our laws fairly and impartially”; “[e]nsure justice, safety and liberty for everyone”; and “[e]ncourage economic prosperity, equal opportunity and tolerance.” The perception of legitimacy, the National Institute of Justice asserts, creates an environment of trust and cooperation necessary to ensure public safety. Jurisdictions are increasingly viewing racial equality as essential to earn legitimacy from the communities served. The asymmetrical use of force against communities of color has eroded criminal system legitimacy. In 2003, the DOJ formally recognized the damage done by racially disparate policing. Public confidence in law enforcement is at an all-time low, especially in communities of color. Racially disparate practices present “a ‘high risk’ of contravening the core police objectives of controlling crime and promoting public safety.”

In the case study of Milwaukee, stakeholders have recognized the urgency of addressing the erosion of trust within the county’s

---

270. See Roberts, supra note 136, at 1281.
278. See id.
communities of color. Milwaukee leaders have convened a Race, Equity and Procedural Justice Committee wholly focused on achieving racial equity in its criminal justice system.\textsuperscript{280} The courts have found that people of color in Milwaukee, for example, “feel alienated from the police,” which damages “the trust between police and the public central to achieving public safety.”\textsuperscript{281} District Attorney Chisholm has publicly discussed how Milwaukee citizens’ “crisis of confidence” in the criminal system’s ability to operate in a racially fair manner undermines public safety.\textsuperscript{282} The asymmetrical use of force against communities of color has eroded criminal system legitimacy.\textsuperscript{283}

Milwaukee is not an outlier. Many jurisdictions are facing a crisis in public confidence in communities of color where the criminal system’s obligation to ensure public safety is frequently unfulfilled; as such, “policing and the criminal justice system as a whole suffer from low levels of perceived legitimacy.”\textsuperscript{284} In its 2017 task force report, the American Bar Association was blunt:

\begin{quote}
There is much evidence to show that racial minorities believe the criminal justice system does not treat them fairly. According to a June 2016 Pew Research Poll, 84% of blacks reported their belief that blacks are treated less fairly than whites in their interactions with the police, and three-quarters say blacks are treated less fairly in the courts. A January 2015 Reuters poll reported that 69% of blacks and 54% of Latinos believe that the police unfairly target minorities, compared to 29% of whites who believe the same.\textsuperscript{285}
\end{quote}

Overwhelming evidence establishes that the criminal justice system exerts a heavier toll on racial minorities.\textsuperscript{286} That burden is

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{280}. See Milwaukee Cmtv. Just. Council, supra note 142.
\textsuperscript{281}. See ACLU, supra note 148.
\textsuperscript{282}. Reed & Chisholm, supra note 137, at 22.
\textsuperscript{286}. See, e.g., William Rhodes, Ryan Kling, Jeremy Luallen & Christina Dyous,
perhaps most notable in the context of policing, but it extends throughout the criminal justice system, culminating in lengthy terms of incarceration.\textsuperscript{287} For all these reasons, in order to remedy these disparate conditions, “law-enforcement and correctional settings” provide “the very clearest examples of cases in which departures from racial neutrality are permissible.”\textsuperscript{288}

\textit{a. A Close Fit Between the Stated Interest and the Institution’s Core Expertise and Mission}

A court is more likely to defer to an institution’s assessment that an interest is compelling if it relates to the institution’s \textit{mission}. In \textit{Bakke}, the Court found it significant that the university was “seeking to achieve a goal that is of paramount importance in the fulfillment of its mission.”\textsuperscript{289} In the criminal law context, courts applying strict scrutiny will routinely defer to criminal system claims that a need is mission critical; for example, that racial diversity on the force is essential to security or public safety,\textsuperscript{290} or that racial diversity of guards is essential to the success of a prison’s new boot camp.\textsuperscript{291}

Courts are more inclined to acknowledge an interest’s compelling nature where the interest relates to an institution’s \textit{area of expertise}. In \textit{Grutter}, the Court signaled its deference to the university’s assessment that diversity in higher education is compelling by explaining, “[t]he Law School has determined, based on its experience and expertise, that a ‘critical mass’ of underrepresented minorities is necessary” to fulfilling its educational mission.\textsuperscript{292} Courts also will strongly consider assessments of subject-matter experts who attest to an interest’s compelling nature.\textsuperscript{293} Where institutional expertise

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{287} \citet{BUREAU OF JUST. STATS., FEDERAL SENTENCING DISPARITY: 2005-2012 67 (2015)}.
  \item \textsuperscript{288} \citet{Id.}.
  \item \textsuperscript{289} \citet{Wittmer v. Peters, 87 F.3d 916, 919 (7th Cir. 1996)}.
  \item \textsuperscript{289} \citet{Regents of Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265, 313 (1978)}.
  \item \textsuperscript{290} \citet{See Barhold v. Rodriguez, 863 F.2d 233, 238 (2d Cir. 1988)}.
  \item \textsuperscript{291} \citet{Wittmer, 87 F.3d at 920-21}.
  \item \textsuperscript{292} \citet{Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306, 333 (2003)}.
  \item \textsuperscript{293} \citet{Id. at 330}.
\end{itemize}
is weak, courts are less deferential to the assessment that an interest is compelling, as in *Croson* and in *Wygant*. Courts recognize the value of hard-won, in-the-trenches experience that criminal law stakeholders bring to their judgment. Where a lower court sought to require a correctional institution to produce empirical evidence in support of its challenged policy, the appellate court reversed stating, “the district court’s analysis does not reflect the requisite deference to the expertise and experience of prison officials.” Relatively, the judicial deference to the expertise and discretion of criminal stakeholders only reinforces the judicial crediting of a criminal system administrator’s representation that a particular interest is tied to achieving public safety.
b. Supplemental Constitutional Concerns Amplify the Compelling Nature of Institutional Needs

In *Bakke*, First Amendment free association interests fortified the university’s assessment that racial diversity was critical to its educational mission. Companion constitutional concerns are present at all criminal system intercept points, from arrest, to trial, to sentencing, to incarceration. At the investigative stage, the Fourth Amendment prohibits police from detaining civilians and suspects on the basis of race, especially in geographic areas where a racial group’s representation is significant. The Court in *Terry v. Ohio* expressed concern over the inadequacy of the exclusionary rule to protect civilians from state harassment and expressly encouraged “the employment of other remedies” that might “curtail abuses.” During the prosecution stage, a defendant’s rights are protected by the Fifth, Sixth, and Fourteenth Amendments. In the correctional space, Eighth Amendment requirements to provide for inmate safety and welfare inform institutional needs. The constellation of constitutional rights that animate decision-making amplifies the compelling nature of needs identified by criminal law stakeholders to maintain system-wide perceptions of legitimacy and fairness.

299. See 438 U.S. 265, 313 (1978) (finding persuasive the university’s argument that it “must be accorded the right to select those students who will contribute the most to the ‘robust exchange of ideas’,” which is an assertion that is grounded in the First Amendment).


301. 392 U.S. 1, 15 (1968).

302. See, e.g., Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83, 87 (1963) (recognizing the right to material and exculpatory information at trial); Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 467 (1966) (recognizing the right against self-incrimination); Gideon v. Wainwright, 387 U.S. 335, 344 (1963) (recognizing right to counsel in criminal cases where defendant is unable to afford an attorney); Crawford v. Washington, 541 U.S. 36, 68 (2004) (clarifying the right to confront the source of testimonial evidence offered against defendant); Manson v. Brathwaite, 432 U.S. 98, 114 (1977) (holding that eyewitness examination procedures cannot be unnecessarily suggestive); Batson v. Kentucky, 476 U.S. 79, 89 (1986) (finding that a peremptory challenge may not be used to exclude a juror based solely on race); In re Winship, 397 U.S. 358, 362 (1970) (discussing the beyond a reasonable doubt standard).

c. The Existence of Current or Past Discrete Acts of Racial Discrimination Can Justify and Make More Urgent the Institution’s Stated Interest

Where evidence of past racial discrimination is asserted, courts are more open to race-based remediation when that racial harm is specific to institutional practices that can be statistically expressed.304 A showing of “pervasive, systematic, and obstinate discriminatory conduct” can create a “profound need and a firm justification for ... race-conscious relief.”305 A court will expect jurisdiction-specific showings of racial disparities—for most jurisdictions, to look will be to find that “Black[ ] persons are more likely than others to be arrested in almost every city for almost every type of crime.”306 Milwaukee, for example, has been the site of multiple studies revealing racially unequal treatment in surveillance, arrest rates, charging decisions, pretrial detention, and sentencing that are shocking in scope and significance.307 It is difficult to imagine a locality that has corrected the racist practices within the criminal system. For example, if one drives an hour from Milwaukee to Dane County, which includes the liberal enclave of Madison, Wisconsin, one finds 47 percent of Black males between the ages of twenty-five and twenty-nine under the supervision of the Wisconsin Department of Corrections.308 These conditions that undermine public safety appear to be ever-present and everywhere.309

Racial harm at the site of criminal law is so pervasive that studies in social science observe, “the percentage of a neighborhood’s

304. See, e.g., Majeske v. City of Chicago, 218 F.3d 816, 820, 822 (7th Cir. 2000).
307. See supra Part I.B.
black population ... is significantly associated with perceptions of the severity of the neighborhood’s crime problem. This toxic association between race and criminality, itself, is an enduring feature of crime control policy. Policing patterns reflect this prejudice, from neighborhood to metropolis. These conditions are compounded by prosecutorial practices, where declinations, diversion eligibility, and the severity of charging decisions favor white defendants over Black and Brown defendants. As to adjudication, pretrial detention and sentencing patterns result in harsher outcomes for defendants of color. These practices result in an alarming over-representation of inmates of color—in recent years, more than 30 percent of the prison population is Black, despite comprising only 12 percent of the general population. These racially distorted conditions in the criminal system serve to “entrench wider social patterns of racial stratification.” Because of the pervasiveness of these racially disparate practices, a jurisdiction’s record can be readily reinforced by empirical and qualitative studies within scholarship, litigation, and


312. See Aziz Z. Huq, The Consequences of Disparate Policing: Evaluating Stop and Frisk as a Modality of Urban Policing, 101 MINN. L. REV. 2397, 2409-13 (2017). In some communities of color, police intervention is fueled by cultivating informants, a destabilizing intervention that creates a feedback loop forcing innocent and guilty alike to accuse others to avoid or mitigate criminal sanctions. See Alexandra Natapoff, Snitching: The Institutional and Communal Consequences, 73 U. CIN. L. REV. 645, 645-46, 648, 650 (2004). What the state looks for, it will find or create, and if the state turns its gaze to Black neighborhoods, it will find or assert unlawful conduct committed by Black persons (including charges for resisting arrest). See Anna Roberts, Arrests as Guilt, 70 ALA. L. REV. 987, 988-89 (2019); Ferguson, supra note 43, at 1148-49.


314. See Richard S. Frase, What Explains Persistent Racial Disproportionality in Minnesota’s Prison and Jail Populations?, 38 CRIME & JUST. 201, 265 (2009); Yang, supra note 157, at 1467 (finding judges “treat defendants of different races differently in setting bail”).


316. Huq, supra note 1, at 1055.
public policy assessments that continue to uncover ongoing, severe, and systematic racial discrimination.317

Persons of color are afforded equal treatment under the Equal Protection Clause,318 and throughout criminal investigation and adjudication are entitled to equal treatment under the Fourth, Sixth, and Fourteenth Amendments.319 Despite the promise of constitutional protection, policing, prosecution, and sentencing practices continue to reproduce racial harm and threaten system legitimacy.320 Seeking to meet their obligations of administering justice in the absence of racial discrimination, and realizing that doing so is critical to earning community-wide trust and legitimacy, jurisdictions have considered race-informed remedies.321 This Section assists jurisdictions in the articulation of the compelling interests at play, and how these interests can be best articulated in the attempt to satisfy strict scrutiny.

**B. Narrowly Tailored**

Any race-based remedy, under strict scrutiny review, must be narrowly tailored.322 This Section takes up this issue. To do so, the Article turns back to RAIs. As discussed, jurisdictions are finding that racial disparities embedded in the system are undermining the promise of RAIs to ensure the fair administration of justice.323

In determining whether a race-based remedy is narrowly drawn, courts assess an institution’s prior efforts to achieve the compelling interest through race-neutral means,324 whether the race-based remedy responds to and is proportional to the particular need,325 whether the remedy is subject to periodic reevaluation,326 and the degree of harm a race-based remedy visits on nonbeneficiaries.327

---

317. See supra note 1 and accompanying text.
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320. See supra Part II.A.1.c and accompanying text.
321. See supra notes 292-95 and accompanying text.
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323. See supra Part I.B.
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Using the RDC remedy proposed here, this Article provides a way forward for jurisdictions to articulate how the implementation of a race-based remedy in the criminal system potentially satisfies the narrowly tailored requirement.

1. Prior Attempts to Use Race-Neutral Remedies

An institution has the “ultimate burden of demonstrating that race-neutral alternatives that are both available and workable do not suffice.” As to RAIs, the search for a race-neutral fix to racial disparities has been exhaustive. Over the last decade, government entities, private vendors, and public policy organizations have sought to reduce racial harm reproduced by these tools. Two approaches ameliorate racial harms. The first is to remove data that contributes to racial disparities, but does not appreciably contribute to a tool’s predictive power. The second is to recalibrate how data is reported in an effort to reduce racial distortion while still preserving a tool’s predictive power.

In Milwaukee, for example, the county first attempted to respond to racial disparity in pretrial detention outcomes by implementing an RAI—the MCPRAI. Racial disparities persisted, and in 2015 Milwaukee attempted an additional race-neutral fix, transitioning...
to the Arnold Ventures’ PSA, which did not “consider factors that could be discriminatory, such as race, sex, level of education, socio-economic status, and neighborhood.” But the PSA, however improved, relies on factors that are widely understood to be proxies for race, including criminal history. Arnold Ventures itself concedes that it has made efforts to “minimize” the tool’s “impact on racial disparities.” Even as Milwaukee attempts to improve its RAI, stakeholders recognize the limitation of these race-neutral adjustments: police and prosecutors make racially disparate decisions in Milwaukee that shape the RAI’s underlying data, and judges exercise discretion during pretrial hearings that further exacerbates the racial disparities. Milwaukee continues to make further efforts; courts have agreed with residents of color that policing in Milwaukee (which generates arrest and conviction rates) causes dramatic racial inequities, but remedial efforts in this respect have had little impact.

The result? If the data informing the algorithm is flawed, the algorithm’s results will reflect these flaws. When the racial harms resulting from discriminatory practices are baked into the data, race-neutral adjustments have limited effect. Thus, unless one can extract the racial distortion that is otherwise embedded in a data point, the only way to remove the distortion is to remove the data point (such as, for example, “criminal history”). But doing this can so blunt the tool’s predictive power as to obviate its utility. And even if a jurisdiction sets in motion reforms to policing and adjudication practices intended to remove bias from new data (this has yet to occur in any jurisdiction, despite concerted civil rights efforts), the “criminal history” part of the data point remains historically intact, as do illegitimate practices within the judiciary.

334. See supra notes 118-26 and accompanying text.
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341. See Mayson, supra note 7, at 2294-95.
342. Brenner et al., supra note 48, at 276 (noting a study showing that a person reviewing
any event, do not require jurisdictions to try every conceivable race-neutral fix while racially unjust conditions persist. This is especially true if the underlying circumstances are compelling and severe, as they are in the criminal system.

Milwaukee is not alone. There has been a multi-jurisdictional effort over a sustained period to achieve racial fairness through race-neutral means. And yet, jurisdictions are still a long way from achieving this goal. Race-neutral fixes have been exhaustively attempted, and despite improvements to the tools, to policing, and to prosecution practices, racial disparity in risk assessments persists.

2. The Remedy Responds Directly to the Need

The Court requires a nexus between the remedy and achieving the compelling interest. In Fisher II, the Court required the university to show how its plan operated to “obtain[] 'the educational benefits that flow from student body diversity.'” There the Court determined that the remedy—to provide a race-based adjustment to applications for admission—responded directly to the need, which was to achieve a holistic sense of diversity in the student body that improved the educational experience for all students.

similarly situated defendants with the same risk score will tend to conclude Black defendants will act worse than predicted by the RAI, and white defendants will act better than predicted, and highlighting another study that concluded judges “harbor the same kinds of implicit biases as the general population”).


344. For example, in Wittmer, Judge Posner upheld a decision to hire a “less qualified” Black lieutenant over white candidates. 87 F.3d 916, 917, 921 (7th Cir. 1996). There, the compelling need was the success of a new boot camp for which, given the authoritative and strenuous environment and that Black inmates comprised 68 percent of participants, racial diversity of personnel was essential to programmatic success, according to experts. Id. at 920. Despite the general requirement that an institution attempt prior race-neutral remedies, Judge Posner found no reason to require the attempt of race-neutral remedies (the institution had not), or to assess the possibility of less invasive race-based remedies (such as a shift rotation of existing personnel). Id. at 919-20.
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The RDC remedy is intended to restore public confidence in the administration of criminal justice that is otherwise undermined by the community perceptions of racially unequal treatment. Communities subject to state coercion will not trust outcomes that significantly differ along racial lines. Whether a portion of the racial disparity is attributed to over-policing, to biased prosecution and adjudication, or to systemic racism, from a community perspective, the asymmetrical distribution of coercion along racial lines is viewed as illegitimate. In this way, by implementing the RDC remedy, which extracts the estimated portion of a person’s score attributed to racial harm, a jurisdiction can demonstrate that it is making a meaningful effort to administer criminal justice in a racially fair manner, a condition essential to earning legitimacy within the community.

3. The Remedy Is Proportional to the Harm

Being narrowly tailored “ensures that the means chosen ‘fit’ [a] compelling goal so closely that there is little or no possibility that the motive for the classification was illegitimate racial prejudice or stereotype.” A light touch is favored, though a remedy with sufficient justification may be invasive. An example of a remedy with a light touch is described in Fisher II. There, the college’s assignment of a “plus factor” to an applicant of color applied only to the last 25 percent of class openings. Race was not heavily weighted, but considered in addition to GPA, test scores, essays, extracurriculars, work history, and letters of reference—“race [wa]s but a factor of a factor of a factor.” As to the outcome—admission or rejection from the university—the Court seemed placated by the remedy’s marginal impact; the consideration of race was “meaningful” but
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356. Id.
357. Id. at 2207 (quoting Fisher I, 645 F. Supp. 2d at 608).
“still limited.” That the decision maker assessed race within considerations unique to an individual applicant also appeased the Court.

Judicial concern is heightened where decision maker discretion is limited because race overshadows other factors. A remedy that obviates decision maker discretion is often portrayed as a quota: “a program in which a certain fixed number or proportion of opportunities are reserved exclusively for certain minority groups.” The Court is apt to disqualify a set-aside regime, as in *Bakke*, where 16 of 100 slots were reserved for minority applicants to medical school, and in *Croson*, where 30 percent of the subcontractors in any municipal bid needed to be minority-owned businesses. The “outcome-determinative” concern also led the Court in *Gratz* to reject the university’s assignment of a twenty-point credit to racial minority applicants. Though the remedy did not mandate a certain number of slots for students of color, the size of the race-based credit overwhelmed point allotments given to factors like GPA. Importantly, it was the limitation of decision maker discretion that was cause for concern, not that the remedy assigned a fixed front-end value to race. For example, in *Grutter* and

---
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Fisher II, the plus factors assigned to race were also “fixed”—yet, the front-end adjustment was not so significant to be determinative of one’s admission to or rejection from the university.367

Importantly, the Court also permits an invasive remedy where the severity of racial harm calls for it.368 Otherwise, a jurisdiction that visited severe harms on a racial group would be insulated from consequence. A court looks for a showing of proportionality between the invasive nature of the remedy and the severity of conditions in need of correction.369 In United States v. Paradise, the Court certified a remedy that obviated decision maker discretion; there, the Alabama Department of Safety had to hire a Black officer for every new hire of a white officer.370 The Court concluded the “one-for-one” remedy was narrowly tailored,371 given that the Department had engaged in “long term, open, and pervasive” discrimination,372 the Department had resisted less invasive remedies,373 and the remedy was “flexible in application at all ranks” and “[could] be waived if no qualified black candidates [were] available.”374 The takeaway? There is a direct relationship at play: the more urgent and severe the conditions, the more invasive the remedy can be and still be narrowly tailored. As the Court in Grutter observed, narrowly tailored does not mean the remedy treads lightly; rather, the remedy must be “specifically and narrowly framed to accomplish [its] purpose.”375

How does the RDC fare? The RDC is particularly responsive to proportionality concerns, as it is designed to measure the particular
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371. Id. at 171.
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373. Id. at 155 n.2.
374. Id. at 177.

racial disparities reproduced by a particular jurisdiction’s tool.\(^{376}\)
The more severe the racial disparity in a jurisdiction, the more significant the RDC adjustment.\(^{377}\) The RDC’s disparity differential will be different in every jurisdiction on account of local practices,\(^{378}\) the tool adopted,\(^{379}\) and risk levels set by the jurisdiction.\(^{380}\)

Unlike in Fisher II or Grutter, where the “plus factor” assigned to race was a rough approximation of racial harms,\(^{381}\) the RDC’s plus factor is a measure of the particular racial harm present, at that time, in that jurisdiction.\(^{382}\) Under the RDC, a certain value will likely be subtracted from a person of color’s raw score.\(^{383}\) This adjustment is likely to be a “factor of a factor of a factor.”\(^{384}\) The RDC adjustment may not, in application, alter the tool’s final assessment; a person may be designated “high-risk,” even with the adjustment.

And if the RDC adjustment does change the RAI’s result (say from “medium-risk” to “low-risk”)? In jurisdictions, the RAI result tends to be one of many factors a judge considers before making a decision (say as to pretrial detention, probation conditions, or length of sentence); the final outcome remains in the court’s discretion, in turn influenced by statutory considerations, arguments of counsel, information from witnesses, pretrial reports, and victim statements.\(^{385}\) Where the judge is expected to adhere to and deviate from the RAI’s result according to some formula (for example,
eighty-twenty), the final decision is still the court’s. In sum, “ultimately, judges make decisions—not risk assessments.”

In Milwaukee, for example, the PSA’s method to calculate whether a person falls within a low, medium, or high-risk category occurs in three stages: the raw score calculation, the scaled score calculation, and the matrix calculation. As to a defendant’s raw score, the PSA employs a binary approach: a “yes” to a question is scored (1), a “no” is scored (0). A raw score is generated for each category: the risk of defendant’s failure to appear (FTA), new criminal arrest (NCA), and new violent criminal arrest (NVCA). Raw scores for each category are then scaled. This means two defendants may have different raw scores as to the risk of FTA, but because the two scores fall within a certain range, they are scored exactly the same. Next, these scaled scores are placed within a matrix. Each jurisdiction constructs its own matrix. The matrix is designed to assess whether a defendant, if released, should be
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subject to no conditions or severe conditions. The matrix is designed to aid judicial officers in decision-making. The matrix in Milwaukee looks like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NCA 1</th>
<th>NCA 2</th>
<th>NCA 3</th>
<th>NCA 4</th>
<th>NCA 5</th>
<th>NCA 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FTA 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTA 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTA 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTA 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTA 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTA 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Risk Information & Recommendation—Risk Indicator Scores:
FTA = 4 NCA = 3 NVCA = No

Pursuant to the matrix, defendants with different scaled scores can find themselves in the same risk category. Because the matrix does not include NVCA, the severity of the crime charged is wholly subject to judicial discretion. A defendant charged with a first-degree violent offense who has no criminal history, for example, will score low on the PSA. But any final determinations of conditions or confinement are left to the judge. Within Milwaukee, courts not only view the PSA assessment as advisory, but consider other factors. In Milwaukee, application of the RDC would likely be considered a “light touch,” even if the disparity differentials were
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large, because the race-informed adjustment is part of a holistic, discretionary review.

4. A Remedy That Does Not Unduly Burden Members of a Racial Group

Courts are more resistant to and require a higher level of justification for any race-based remedy that “unduly harm[s] members of any racial group.” 401 In *Wygant v. Jackson Board of Education*, for example, the Court observed that the remedy, which contemplated firing white employees first during layoffs, was much more burdensome than an alternative (not considered by the institution) that would make adjustments to retain diversity at the hiring stage, where burdens distributed to white applicants would be more diffuse. 402 In contrast, in *Fisher II*, the Court found the burden on white applicants acceptable under the circumstances. 403 There, the Court noted the race-based remedy only applied after 75 percent of the student body had already been selected through a state-mandated, race-neutral process. 404 As to filling the remaining quarter of the class, admissions relied on a whole host of factors, of which the applicant’s race might be a “subfactor.” 405 The Court pointed out, as to the plaintiff, a white applicant, “the largest impact” on her chance of admission was not the race-based remedy but her ineligibility to qualify for consideration under the race-neutral process that accounted for 75 percent of the student body. 406

Unlike the complainants in *Wygant* and *Fisher II*, a white defendant challenging the RDC would be unable to argue that his status was affected at all by the RDC remedy. A white defendant’s risk assessment would remain the same in the absence or presence of the RDC remedy. 407 Given the Court’s acceptance of remedies that significantly burden nonbeneficiaries, the remedy proposed here,

402. *See 476 U.S. 267, 282-83 (1986).*
403. *See 136 S. Ct. 2198, 2214 (2016).*
404. *Id.* at 2206.
405. *Id.*
406. *Id.* at 2208-09.
407. *See supra* Part I.D.
which does not negatively affect a white defendant, is compliant with constitutional demands.\textsuperscript{408}

5. The Remedy Is Subject to Periodic Reevaluation

The Court requires a "continuing obligation to satisfy the burden of strict scrutiny in light of changing circumstances."\textsuperscript{409} The Court in \textit{Fisher II} instructed the university to engage in a "periodic reassessment of the constitutionality, and efficacy, of its" race-based approach.\textsuperscript{410} The "assessment must be undertaken in light of the experience the school has accumulated and the data it has gathered since the adoption" of the race-based remedy.\textsuperscript{411} This judicial concern seems prospective—a warning—versus a test of whether the remedy is narrowly tailored right now. And yet, Justice Alito in his \textit{Fisher II} dissent asserted that the university’s goal of achieving a “critical mass” of racial diversity was not an adequately defined goal.\textsuperscript{412} According to Justice Alito, it is not only impossible to know whether a remedy addresses a need that is undefined, but it is also impossible to know when the remedy is no longer needed.\textsuperscript{413}

The RDC remedy is responsive to Justice Alito’s concerns. The RDC is “ephemeral,” as it “is contingent upon the [jurisdiction’s] own conduct.”\textsuperscript{414} The goal—the lack of racial disparity in a jurisdiction’s assignment of risk scores—is measurable.\textsuperscript{415} And because the goal is measurable, the RDC remedy has a conditional shelf-life, an articulable end-point: it becomes unnecessary as a jurisdiction attains racial parity across risk scores. The majority in \textit{Fisher II} did

\textsuperscript{408} See United States v. Paradise, 480 U.S. 149, 182 (1987) (“The one-for-one requirement does not require the layoff and discharge of white employees and therefore does not impose burdens of the sort that concerned the plurality in \textit{Wygant}.” (citing \textit{Wygant} v. Jackson Bd. of Educ., 476 U.S. 267, 283 (1986))).
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\textsuperscript{411} Id. The Court in \textit{Shelby County v. Holder} underscored this obligation, asserting that Congress had failed to recognize the circumstances no longer justified the original remedy—federal supervision under the authority of the Voting Rights Act. See 570 U.S. 529, 535-36 (2013) (“[C]urrent burdens ... must be justified by current needs.” (quoting Nw. Austin Mun. Util. Dist. No. One v. Holder, 557 U.S. 193, 203 (2009))).
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not find Justice Alito’s concerns compelling—but that lack of concern could have been a function of the remedy’s light touch in that case.\footnote{Within the criminal justice context, an undefined goal line has not provided an obstacle. In \textit{Wittmer v. Peters}, Judge Posner accepted the remedy of hiring a “black lieutenant [who was] needed because the black inmates are believed unlikely to play the correctional game of brutal drill sergeant and brutalized recruit unless there are some blacks in authority in the camp,” 87 F.3d 916, 920 (7th Cir. 1996). When would such remedies not be justified? It was unclear. \textit{See id.} at 920-21. The warden stated the remedy was necessary for the success of the program—a totally undefined marker. \textit{See id.} at 917, 920.} Still, it is notable that as to the implementation of the RDC, the goal line\textit{ is} visible, and the concerns raised by Justice Alito in \textit{Fisher II} are not present here. The need for the RDC can be re-evaluated periodically, and can be done with exacting clarity. Each time the disparity differential is re-evaluated, the disparity differentials will be adjusted or eliminated. The RDC’s endpoint is determined by advances within the criminal system to put an end to reproducing the racial harm that distorts the accuracy of the risk tool; if a jurisdiction so succeeds (namely, if the racial disparities are within a tolerable level accepted by the jurisdiction), the RDC remedy would be discontinued.\footnote{See supra Part I.D.}

In sum, the criminal system’s obligation to ensure public safety presents favorable conditions for the articulation of a compelling interest, especially when coupled with constitutional protections that require fair treatment. Whether a jurisdiction’s race-based approach to the mitigation of racial harms is narrowly tailored will be subject to a case-by-case assessment.\footnote{See, e.g., \textit{Grutter v. Bollinger}, 539 U.S. 306, 327 (2003).} The examination here of the RDC suggests that making this showing is possible, especially where jurisdictions have a track record of attempting to address racial disparities through race-neutral remedies. In particular, the RDC remedy provides an example of an ephemeral remedy that responds to and is proportional to racial harms present in a jurisdiction, without visiting harms on nonbeneficiaries.\footnote{See supra Part I.D.}

\textbf{CONCLUSION}

The call for affirmative, race-based remedies that Professor Butler made over twenty years ago, and the remedies he proposed,
deserve reconsideration.\textsuperscript{420} Since Butler wrote his article, the Supreme Court has provided more guidance as to charting a path that complies with strict scrutiny analysis.\textsuperscript{421} The particular circumstances surrounding the criminal law context, the stakes at issue, and the judicial deference that is afforded to the expertise of criminal stakeholders present an opportunity for jurisdictions to address racial harms. Race-informed approaches to mitigate racial disparities in arrests, declination reviews, charging decisions, sentencing, and incarceration rates provide opportunities to account for a violent and racist system. No doubt, there will be resistance. Equally, jurisdictions seeking to mitigate racist harm will have much to bring to the battle.

Jurisdictions that consider race-informed approaches to addressing racial disparities in criminal law will need to articulate and provide the basis for any stated compelling interest and will need to craft a remedy that is narrowly tailored in the circumstances presented. The compelling interest proposed here—that the people must have confidence that the criminal system is operating fairly to achieve its core mission of ensuring public safety—has a strong anchor in the mission statements of criminal system stakeholders. The expertise that criminal system actors bring to the discussion over jurisdictional objectives, including input from police, prosecutors, judges, and correctional personnel, is a critical component to surviving strict scrutiny review.

As to anticipated equal protection challenges, this Article provides a template for jurisdictions to follow. Most scholarship addresses race-based policies in education and government contracting.\textsuperscript{422} Flying under the radar are efforts, many successful, of criminal system stakeholders to institute race-informed remedies to achieve public safety objectives.\textsuperscript{423} Though strict scrutiny applies, courts seem more deferential in the criminal law context.\textsuperscript{424} This judicial deference, however uncharacteristic within strict scrutiny review, is a central feature of criminal law scholarship, in which

\textsuperscript{420} See generally Butler, supra note 2.
\textsuperscript{421} See generally Grutter, 539 U.S. 306; Fisher II, 136 S. Ct. at 2198.
\textsuperscript{422} See supra note 14 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{423} See, e.g., supra note 280 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{424} See Spiegel, supra note 16, at 2290-91.
commentators observe a tradition of judicial deference to criminal system actors exercising discretion. Given their uniquely favored position, criminal system actors can and should consider race-informed remedies to address race-based concerns.

425. See, e.g., Carbado, supra note 66, at 1520.